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Promoting Institutional Connectivity in the Asia Pacific Region: A Study of Supply 
Chain and Trade in Services 
Hikari Ishido1 
 
Abstract: This paper analyzes “institutional connectivity”, or the degree of seamless 
trade in services centering on the distribution sector. Foreign equity participation in 
mode 3 (commercial presence) of trade in services and business firms’ investment 
performance has been studied closely. Net economic benefits of transparent institutional 
connectivity in the wholesale sector have also been revealed statistically in the case of 
Japan’s bilateral FTAs with other APEC members. Given these results, APEC could 
work on establishing its own harmonized “service trade commitment table” with only 
the foreign capital participation as its simple policy restriction. This would surely 
enhance an APEC-wide, institutional supply chain connectivity. 
 
 
Keywords: Trade in services, ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services (AFAS), 
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1.Introduction 
Promoting institutional connectivity in the Asia Pacific region is high on APEC agenda, 
since there is a close positive correlation between an efficient supply chain and 
region-wide economic development. An efficient supply chain includes liberalized and 
seamless trade in services especially in the logistic-related sectors, e.g., transportation 
and distribution services. This paper therefore makes an analysis of “institutional 
connectivity”, or the degree of seamless trade in services centering on the distribution 
service. The next section makes an overview of the limits on foreign capital for firms 
establishing a commercial presence in the wholesale sector. Section 3 conducts a more 
quantitative analysis of the economic impacts of FTAs in the wholesale sector, taking 
the case of Japan’s bilateral FTAs with other APEC members. Section 4 concludes this 
paper with some policy suggestions. 
 
2.Limits on foreign capital for firms establishing a commercial presence in the 
wholesale sector 
 
The institutional connectivity of an APEC-wide supply chain can be seen by looking at 
policy restriction on the “Mode 3” of service trade provision, i.e., supply of supply 
chain services through establishing a commercial presence in the local market. Among 
                                                   
1 Professor and Director of APEC Study Center, Chiba University (Japan).  
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various government restrictions, “limits on foreign capital” is the most transparent 
restriction. Indeed, the upper limit of foreign equity participation, much like ad-valorem 
tariffs in the case of commodity trade, is the simplest form of government restriction in 
services trade. This section therefore focuses on the way in which each of the APEC 
members sets limits on foreign capital in the form of setting limits on foreign equity 
participation. 
 APEC has launched its “Services Trade Access Requirements (STAR) 
Database”  (http://www.servicestradeforum.org/). This site makes it easier to export 
services globally by database provision: The online database helps to identify the 
requirements to trade with and invest in other APEC economies. It covers computer & 
related services, distribution, education, financial services (banking and insurance), 
mining and energy, professional services (legal, accounting, architecture and 
engineering), telecommunications, transportation & logistics service sectors. In this 
section, the regulation on “distribution” (including retail and wholesale services) has 
been extracted. Following is the result of database extraction by economy for the 
distribution sector. Since the space is limited, the listing of the types of restrictions and 
the content of “Limits on foreign capital” (if any) are listed. 
 
Australia  
There are two types of restrictions, “Licensing requirements” and “Restrictions on type 
or scope of services”. There is no restriction in terms of “Limits on foreign capital”. 
 
Brunei 
There is one type of restriction, i.e., “Limits on foreign capital”: Foreign equity 
participation in packaging services should not exceed 30%. 
 
Canada 
There are two types of restriction, “Restrictions on type of legal entity” and “Limits on 
foreign capital”. The “Limits on foreign capital” reads: 
There are no foreign ownership restrictions on distribution services, subject to the 
requirements of the Investment Canada Act. Refer to General Requirements. 
 
Some restrictions apply to the distribution of books, music and films. 
• 100 % foreign equity is allowed in an enterprise to publish, distribute and sell 
periodicals, but all foreign investments are subject to review by the Minister for 
Canadian Heritage. 
•  Foreign takeovers of Canadian-owned and controlled distribution businesses, 
including distribution of books, magazines, periodicals; films and music which are 
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considered to be part of Canada’s cultural industry are not allowed.  
• Direct and indirect takeovers of foreign distribution businesses operating in Canada 
are permitted only if the investor undertakes to reinvest a portion of its Canadian 
earnings in Canada. The establishment of new film distribution companies in Canada is 




There are no requirements specific to distribution services identified. 
 
China 
There is just one type of restriction, “Limits on foreign capital”, which reads:  
A foreign investor is required to establish a Foreign Invested Enterprise (FIE) in order 
to provide distribution services. Foreign investors must have good standing and credit, 
and must not have violated Chinese laws, rules, or regulations.  Foreign investors that 
possess comparatively strong economic power, advanced marketing skills and managing 
experiences, and wide international marketing network are encouraged to establish 
Commercial FIES. 
 
A foreign investor that has opened a total of more than 30 stores in the PRC is not 
allowed to hold more than 49% equity interest in a joint venture Commercial FIE if the 
goods it sells include books, newspapers, magazines, pharmaceuticals, pesticides, 
mulching films, fertilizers, finished oil products, grain, vegetable oil, sugar for human 
consumption, and cotton. 
 
Commercial FIEs are required to have minimum registered capital as described under 
the Company Law of China and must abide by the relevant regulations on registered 
capital and total amount of investment for FIES. In general, the operating period for 
Commercial FIEs shall not exceed 30 years, 40 years for central and western regions. 
 
The People’s Republic of China outlines a number of procedures to be followed for the 
establishment of a Commercial FIE. These are set out in the Measures for the 
Administration of Foreign Investment in the Commercial Sector (2004). 
 
Chinese Taipei 
Data not available. 
 
 
Hong Kong China 
Data not available. 
 
Indonesia 
There are two types of restrictions, “Limits on foreign capital” and “Restrictions on type 
of legal entity”. Below is the “Limits on foreign capital”: 
 
Foreign capital ownership is prohibited for the following: 
    commission agents in fee or contract based large trade and imports. 
    large importers, distributors and sub-distributors of alcohol and for retailers of 
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beverages containing alcohol. 
    the distribution of forest plant seeds and germs, and film distribution. 
    retail trading including supermarkets with a selling floor area less than 1,200 
metres squared, department stores with a selling floor area less than 2,000 metres 
squared, mini-markets with a selling floor area less than 400 metres squared, 
convenience stores and community stores. 
 
Foreign capital ownership is also prohibited in small retailer trade of commodities and 
agricultural products including: rice and seasonal crops, fruit, vegetables, animal 
husbandry products, fishery products, decoration plants and other agricultural products,  
processed beverages, bread, pastries, cakes, brown sugar, tofu, tempe, tauco, oncom,  
meat and processed aquatic biota, cigarettes and tobacco, animal feed, poultry feed, fish 
feed, processed food and beverages, chemical , pharmacy, cosmetic materials, 
laboratory equipment, traditional medicine, fertilizer and pest eradication, volatile oil, 
textiles, finished clothes, footwear, personal necessities, shoes and footwear, cloth 
accessories and thread, glasses, jewellery, watches, bags and suitcases, household and 
kitchen appliances, electronics, electrical instruments and equipment, glassware and 
kitchen appliances made of  plastic/melamine/stone/clay/wood/bamboo/rattan, 
cleaning appliances and other household appliances, fuel, gas, lubricant, paper, paper 
made goods, stationery, printed items, sports equipment, musical instruments, 
photographic instruments, computers, toys, antiques, etc. 
Foreign capital ownership is restricted in many mobile small retailer trades. 
 
Japan 
There are no measures specific to distribution services identified. 
 
Korea 
There are two types of restrictions, “Licensing requirements” and “Restrictions on type 
or scope of services”. There is no restriction in terms of “Limits on foreign capital”. 
 
Malaysia 
There are three types of restrictions, “Incorporation requirements”, “Limits on foreign 
capital” and “Restrictions on type of legal entity”. Of these, the “Limits on foreign 
capital” reads:  
 
Under the Guidelines for Foreign Participation in the Distributive Trade Services (the 
Guidelines), all proposals for foreign participation in distributive trade must be 
approved by the Ministry of Domestic Trade Co-Operatives and Consumerism 
(MDTCC). This includes the opening of new branches, relocation, expansion of existing 
branches/outlets, and buying over/taking over of outlets of other operators. 
 
Foreign involvement is not permitted in certain sectors. This includes: 
 
    supermarket / mini market (less than 3,000 square meters sales floor area); 
    provision shop; 
    convenience store that open for business for 24 hours; 
    news agent and miscellaneous goods store; and 
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    medical hall (inclined towards traditional / alternative medicine plus general dry 
foodstuff). 
    Fuel Station with or without a convenience store 
    Textile, restaurant (non exclusive), bistro, jewellery shops. 
    Permanent pavement store. 
    Permanent wet market store. 
 
This list is not exhaustive. New categories may be introduced by the MDTCC. 
 
A 30% Bumiputera shareholding requirement applies for the setting up of hypermarkets 
in Malaysia that involves foreign participation. Hypermarket operators are not allowed 
to open new branches unless this shareholding requirement has been fulfilled. If the 
requirement is not met at the time of application, a grace period of 3 years for 
compliance of the same may be given depending on the merits of each case. The power 
to grant extension(s) for compliance is at the discretion of the MDTCC. 
 
The Guidelines also impose minimum capital requirements for entities with foreign 
participation: 
    RM 50 million for hypermarkets. 
    RM 20 million for departmental stores (review every 3 years). 
    RM 25 million for superstores. 
    RM 1 million for each specialty outlet (review every 3 years). 
Department stores, supermarkets, and shopping malls must reserve 30% of the shelf 
space for products made by Malaysian SMEs.  These restrictions and reservations are 
currently under review by the Government. See restrictions on scope of services for a 
firm supplying services in the local market. 
 
Mexico 
There are two types of restrictions, “Limits on foreign capital” and “Nationality 
requirements”. Of these, the “Limits on foreign capital” reads:  
 
The retail trade in petrol and other petroleum derivatives, which can be carried on 
through PEMEX franchises, and the distribution of LPG, are reserved for Mexican 
natural persons and companies with an exclusion clause for foreigners. 
 
Some trade union and cooperative retail stores may not allow foreign investment. 
 
The commercial distribution of alcoholic beverages and drinkable water is restricted to 
Mexican nationals. See nationality requirements below. 
 
New Zealand 
There are two types of restrictions, “Licensing requirements” and “Restrictions on type 
or scope of services”. There is no restriction in terms of “Limits on foreign capital”. 
 
Papua New Guinea 





Data not available. 
 
Philippines 
There are three types of restrictions, i.e., “Incorporation requirements”, “Limits on 
foreign capital” and “Restrictions on type of legal entity”. Of these, the “Limits on 
foreign capital” reads:  
 
Restrictions on foreign investment in retail trade vary depending on the category of 
investment. Categories that apply to investments are as follows: 
 
    Paid-up capital of less than US$2,500,000: Filipino-owned only. 
    Paid-up capital of US$2,500,000 or more: both Filipino and foreign-owned; 
provided that for putting up a store, a minimum of US$830,000 is invested. At least 
30% of the aggregate stock inventory must be made in the Philippines. 
    Paid-up capital of US$7,500,000 or more: both Filipino and foreign-owned; 
provided they have same US$830,000 minimum investment and 30% stock inventory 
requirement 
    Business specializing in high-end or luxury goods, with paid-up capital of 
US$250,000 per store: both Filipino and foreign-owned. At least 10% of the aggregate 
stock inventory must be made in the Philippines. 
 
Corporations under the first two categories above whose shares of stock are 80% 
foreign-owned must offer at least 30% of their shares of stock at the stock exchange 
within 8 years from beginning of operations. Foreigners can invest in local retailers. 
 
Foreign retailers are subject to the following limitations: 
 
    The parent corporation must have a minimum net worth of US$200,000,000 (or 
US$50,000,000 in case of those who specialize in luxury goods or high-end products.) 
    The company must have at least 5 branches operating anywhere around the world 
or at least one 1 store with a capital of US$25,000,000. 
    It must have a rack record of at least 5 years in the retail business. 
    Only countries that allow Filipinos to go into retail trade in their territories are 
allowed to conduct retail trade. 
 
For Commission Agents’ Services (except in the rice and corn industry) delivered by 
ASEAN investors, 100% foreign equity participation is allowed in the following cases: 
 
    paid-in equity capital is not less than US$200,000 for domestic market enterprises; 
or 
    paid-in equity capital is not less than US$100,000 for domestic market enterprises 
employing at least 50 direct employees; or 
    paid-in equity is not less than US$100,000 for domestic market enterprises 
involving advanced technology as determined by the DOST; or, 




Otherwise, only up to 40% foreign equity participation is allowed. 
 
Foreign retailers wishing to invest in the Philippines need to pass the pre-qualification 
procedures of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) subject to the provisions of 
Retail Trade Liberalization Act. 
 
Russia 
Data not available. 
 
Singapore 
There are two types of restrictions, “Limits on foreign capital” and “Restrictions on type 
of legal entity”. The “Limits on foreign capital” reads: Only Power Gas is allowed to 
transport and distribute manufactured and natural gas (piped gas). 
 
Thailand 
There are two types of restrictions, “Limits on foreign capital” and “Restrictions on type 
of legal entity”. The “Limits on foreign capital” reads:  
A foreign investor can hold a majority stake in a retailing or wholesaling business only 
if it puts in Bt100m in capital or at least Bt10m per unit; otherwise foreign ownership is 
restricted to 49%. 
Foreign participation in commission agents’ services must not exceed 49%. 
Thailand also imposes a 49% limit on foreign ownership in land transport (trucking). 
Thailand’s Postal Act (1934) gives the government a monopoly on handling letters and 
postcards. 
In compliance with the Ministry of Finance Announcement (Liquor Administration) B.E. 
2543 (2000), distilled liquor distribution services must be operated by a limited 
company under Thai laws with foreign equity participation less than 49%. 
 
United States 
There are three types of restrictions, i.e., “Limits on foreign capital”, “Restrictions on 
number of service suppliers” and “Restrictions on type of legal entity”. Of these, the 
“Limits on foreign capital” reads: Foreign capital investment is restricted in the retail 
sale of alcoholic beverages, firearms and  military equipment and the wholesale trade 
of alcoholic beverages, firearms and military equipment. 
 
Viet Nam 
Data not available. 
 
 Overall, there is no harmonized supply chain connectivity observed in across 
the APEC members. This implies that if a harmonized connectivity measure is to be 
introduced in the APEC region, its trade/investment facilitation impacts would be large. 
How large would be the impact of such a measure? The next section attempts to 




3. Analysis of the impact of FTAs on trade in services and the wholesale sector 
In the absence of APEC-wide regional economic integration (as mentioned above), a 
case study would be helpful when considering the potential economic impacts of an 
APEC-wide service trade liberalization. This section takes up Japan’s bilateral FTA with 
other APEC members as a case study. 
Toyokeizai Shimposha (a Japanese publisher) annually releases detailed 
statistics of Japanese foreign affiliates by host country. Table 1 shows the number of 
newly established service firms by economy, while Table 2 shows the Number of newly 
established manufacturing firms by economy. Figure 1 graphs the number of 
newly-established Japanese foreign affiliates in APEC member economies possessing 
(as of end-2012) service-covering bilateral FTAs with Japan (namely, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam). As clearly seen, trade creation 
(for the APEC member economies possessing bilateral FTAs with Japan) is observed in 
the service sector’s investment performance, while on the other hand, trade diversion 
(i.e., decreasing share in terms of the number of foreign establishments) is observed in 
China (without such a service-covering FTA) as in Figure 2. 
 Table 3 calculates correlation coefficients of service-firms’ number of new 
establishment and manufacturing-firms’ number of new establishment: a positive 
correlation is observed overall (with the exception of Malaysia), which indicates that the 
manufacturing sector is encouraged by the service sector, and vice versa. 
This dataset released by Toyokeizai Shimposha can be used for a more 
micro-based analysis featuring service firms’ investment performance. For this study, 
the wholesale sector is chosen for an obvious reason: the sector directly serves 
manufacturing sectors. Appendix A shows the full list of the wholesale sector firms’ 
attributes, covering, e.g., the parent company’s name, its year of establishment (in 
Japan), its capital (in million yen), as well as the attributes of its foreign affiliates. 
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Table 1. Number of newly established service firms by economy 
Country Total before 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
World Total 14,015  8,397  558 586 590  621  494  532  416  417  437  
Asia 7,345  3,917  374  379  393  393  300  336  253  290  329  
Korea 431  213  20  31  26  28  18  17  12  18  18  
China 2,350  750  223  219  224  191  143  127  120  116  132  
Hong Kong 944  707  30  30  27  23  14  16  19  23  18  
Macao 9  4  0  0  1  2  0  0  0  1  0  
Taiwan 540  398  11  13  14  21  11  25  10  13  6  
Mongolia 8  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  4  
Vietnam 199  54  6  6  10  19  16  22  20  18  17  
Thailand 813  484  38  31  33  47  35  41  23  20  27  
Singapore 857  606  17  21  15  19  15  28  17  23  32  
Malaysia 370  279  8  7  11  7  5  10  3  10  6  
Brunei 2  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
Philppines 225  159  4  6  6  5  6  6  7  3  6  
Indonesia 286  177  11  13 14  6  6  6  4  9  25  
Cambodia 16  3  0  0  2  0  0  1  1  2  4  
Laos 5  2  0  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  1  
Myanmar 8  8  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
India 249  53  5  2  7  24  28  36  14  29  31  
Near and Middle East 141  70  9  7  5  7  6  14  3  8  4  
Europe 2,828  1,845  87  91  93  97  88  78  76  46  44  
North America 2,402  1,726  58  74  62  71  53  60  46  33  34  
Canada 219  155  5  4  2  4  5  3  5  4  4  
USA 2,183  1,571  53  70  57  67  48  57  41  29  30  
Middle and South America 706  411  18  26  21  35  40  27  22  26  13  
Mexico 143  82  4  8  6  2  9  9  7  2  1  
Africa 93  59  4  1  5  4  1  5  2  3  2  
Oceania 500  369  8  8  11  14  6  12  14  11  11  
Australia 381  280  6  6  8  11  4  10  13  8  9  
New Zealand 67  53  0  2  2  0  1  2  0  2  0  
Source: Toyokeizai (2012). 
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Table 2. Number of newly established manufacturing firms by economy 
Country Total before 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
World Total 9,843  6,404  426  479  443  363  281  241  174  222  225  
Asia 7,232  4,628  350 417  366  286  204  176  136  176  192  
Korea 331  245  9  17  11  5  3  7  5  5  9  
China 3,345  1,714  264  317  270  188  114  75  80  100  91  
Hong Kong 226  183  9  7  2  4  6  0  0  0  0  
Macao 3  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
Taiwan 408  343  6  8  8  10  5  6  0  3  3  
Mongolia 1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
Vietnam 329  126  9  15  33  30  29  27  14  11  19  
Thailand 964  723  32  30  26  24  18  24  12  16  26  
Singapore 212  187  0  2  2  2  0  1  1  3  1  
Malaysia 436  384  4  8  0  6  4  4  5  1  6  
Brunei 2  1  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  
Philippines 225  192  2  5  3  1  3  2  0  1  4  
Indonesia 469  393  10  3  3  4  4  3  6  9  18  
Cambodia 7  2  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  2  1  
Laos 3  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  
Myanmar 3  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
India 240  107  5  5  8  10  18  23  12  23  13  
Near and Middle East 33  17  0  1  2  2  1  3  3  2  0  
Europe 922  585  27  34  27  30  30  27  15  12  14  
North America 1,190  864  38  22  36  27  29  21  11  15  11  
Canada 69  50  2  1  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  
USA 1,121  814  36  21  34  26  28  20  10  14  10  
Middle and South America 329  224  8  4  6  8  12  11  6  12  8  
Mexico 138  88  2  3  4  4  8  9  2  5  4  
Africa 38  23  1  0  4  3  2  0  1  3  0  
Oceania 99  63  2  1  2  7  3  3  2  2  0  
Australia 78  50  2  0  2  5  2  3  2  1  0  
New Zealand 19  11  0  1  0  2  1  0  0  1  0  
Source: Toyokeizai Shimposha (2012).
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Figure 1. Number of newly-established Japanese foreign affiliates in APEC 
member economies possessing (as of end-2011) service-covering bilateral FTAs 
with Japan 
 
Source: Made from Table 1. 
 
Figure 2. Number of newly-established Japanese foreign affiliates in China (as a 
reference country not possessing a bilateral FTA with Japan) 
 
Source: Made from Table 1. 
 
Table 3. Correlation between manufacturing and service sectors 
Indonesia 0.72  
Malaysia -0.62  
Philippines 0.23  
Singapore 0.14  
Thailand 0.50  
Vietnam 0.27  
Average 0.21  



















2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
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Combining this database and the Hoekman Index2 (measuring the degree of 
service sector liberalization, as a figure between 0 and 1) for Mode 3 (commercial 
presence), a standard “binary logistic regression” has been conducted (out of the 891 
observations in total, 232 observations –those firms investing in the FTA-possessing 
APEC member economies— have been used for this analysis). As it happened, the 
Hoekman Index has been calculated as equal to 1 (corresponding to “no restriction”) 
where a commitment is made. Thus, the Hoekman Index in this study is just equivalent 
to a dummy variable (“ServiceFTA dummy” in the Appendix A) taking the value of 1.0 
when there is a commitment in the wholesale sector. 
Table 4 shows the results of a binary logistic regression analysis. In sum, the 
analysis reveals the following three points for the wholesale sector: (1) the presence of 
an already effective FTA with a service sector commitment makes the likelihood (or the 
“odds ratio” as in the Table) of new service firms’ investment in the APEC member 
economy with the FTA 4.0329 times higher than would have been the case without such 
a service-covering FTA (and the 95% confidence interval of the odds ratio is between 
1.3485 and 12.0609, as emphasized in bold in the Table—in any case, the ); (2) the 
presence of an already effective FTA with a service sector commitment makes the size –
in terms of the number of workers (“Workers” in the dataset)— of the newly established 
firm a little smaller (0.9862 times bigger—actually smaller— as emphasized in bold in 
the Table); and (3) the presence of an already effective FTA with a service sector 
commitment makes the level of the parent firm’s equity participation (“Pequity” in the 
dataset) a little smaller (0.9762 times bigger—actually smaller— as also emphasized in 
bold in the Table). 
 
                                                   
2 Hoekman (1995) proposes an objective indexation method for measuring the GATS-style degree 
of commitment in the service sector. This remains one of a few indexation methods that are objective 
in nature. This method assigns values to each of 8 cells (4 modes and 2 aspects--market access (MA) 
or National Treatment (NT)--), as follows: N=1, L=0.5, U=0; then calculates the average value by 
service sector and by country. Using the database constructed, the “Hoekman Index” has been 
calculated for the wholesale sector. For more details, see Ishido (2011). 
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Table 4. Results of the binary logistic regression analysis of the wholesale sector before and after FTAs 
Summary of variables        After-FTA establishment No. of observation %      After-FTA establishment=0 216 93.10%      After-FTA establishment=1 16 6.90%      Total 232 100.00%      
        Basic statistics        
Target variable Variable n Average Unbiased variance 
Standard 
deviation Minimum Maximum 
Total Pequity (%) 232 60.501 1356.548 36.831 5.200 380.000 
 Workers 232 553.819 1962161.456 1400.772 0.000 13299.000 
 FTA_HoekM3 232 0.276 0.201 0.448 0.000 1.000 After-FTA establishment=0 Pequity (%) 216 59.199 1369.851 37.011 5.200 380.000 
 workers 216 590.134 2087733.605 1444.899 0.000 13299.000 
 FTA_HoekM3 216 0.241 0.184 0.429 0.000 1.000 After-FTA establishment=1 Pequity (%) 16 78.088 901.976 30.033 21.500 100.000 
 workers 16 63.563 17739.196 133.189 0.000 535.000 
 FTA_HoekM3 16 0.750 0.200 0.447 0.000 1.000 
        
Correlation coefficient matrix  
Pequity 
(%) workers FTA_HoekM3    
 Pequity (%) 1.000 0.091 0.150    
 workers 0.091 1.000 -0.111    
 FTA_HoekM3 0.150 -0.111 1.000    After-FTA establishment=0 Pequity (%) 1.000 0.109 0.120    
 workers 0.109 1.000 -0.088    
 FTA_HoekM3 0.120 -0.088 1.000    After-FTA establishment=1 Pequity (%) 1.000 -0.392 0.081    
 workers -0.392 1.000 -0.455    
 FTA_HoekM3 0.081 -0.455 1.000     
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Table 4. Results of the binary logistic regression analysis of the wholesale sector before and after FTAs (Cont.) 
Results        
Log likelihood AIC R-squared Cox-Snell Nagelkerke Correlation coefficient Error rate  





freedom P value    
Step 1 Step 212.9926 3 0.0000    
 Model 212.9926 3 0.0000    
    Significance testing of partial regression coefficients 







Wald Degree of freedom P value 
Statistical 
Judgment 
FTA_HoekM3 1.3945 0.5589 0.6233 6.2245 1 0.0126 * 
Workers -0.0139 0.0036 -19.4815 14.9299 1 0.0001 ** 
Pequity (%) -0.0241 0.0062 -0.8851 15.2072 1 0.0001 ** 
        95% confidence interval of 
partial regression coefficient  
95% confidence interval of 
odds ratio       
Lower bound Upper bound Odds ratio Lower bound Upper bound    
0.2990 2.4900 4.0329 1.3485 12.0609    
-0.0210 -0.0069 0.9862 0.9792 0.9932    
-0.0362 -0.0120 0.9762 0.9645 0.9881    
Simulation        Variable Coefficient Value Odds ratio     FTA_HoekM3 1.3945 1 4.0329     Workers -0.0139 1 0.9862     Pequity (%) -0.0241 1 0.9762     After-FTA establishment 0.7952      Source: Calculated from the database constructed from Toyokeizai (2012).
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With the use of firm-based surveys, further and more detailed analyses would 
be possible, for instance a discussion of newly established firms’ sales performance 
would be beneficial (this has not been done for this study mainly for lack of relevant 
information3). Generally speaking, manufacturing and service activities are mutually 
reinforcing: manufacturing activities become dominant first (logically as well as 
historically), then the demand for service activities are enhanced and as a result, foreign 
service firms are established. In this context, supply chain connectivity in the APEC 
region is crucial in bringing about an intra-regional investment promotion. An 
APEC-wide FTA would facilitate service-sector investment on the whole; this would 
further promote commodity trade as well. In this sense, the APEC-wide supply chain 
connectivity has a potentially immense role. 
 
4. Policy suggestions 
An efficient supply chain includes liberalized and seamless trade in services especially 
in the distribution sector. This paper therefore has made an analysis of “institutional 
connectivity”, or the degree of seamless trade in services centering on the distribution 
sector. Current government restrictions in the distribution sector have been compared. It 
has been revealed that, overall, the APEC region still lacks policy harmonization in 
terms of enhancing institutional supply chain connectivity. 
Net economic benefits of transparent institutional connectivity in the wholesale 
sector have also been revealed statistically in the case of Japan’s bilateral FTAs with 
other APEC members. Thus, APEC could work on establishing its own harmonized 
“service trade commitment table” with only the foreign capital participation as its 
                                                   
3 The sales figures in the database (Appendix A) are those of “the latest year” which varies across 
respondent firms. More precise year-by-year data would be needed for a quantitative analysis of the 
linkage between provision of FTAs and sales performance (i.e, trade figure in Mode3). 
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simple policy restriction.  
It would be desirable for the APEC to design and conduct, in collaboration with 
the member economies, more comprehensive questionnaire-based company surveys on 
the issue of the impact of a harmonized APEC-wide FTA on business companies’ 
service trade performance (mainly in Mode 3, i.e., supply of services through 
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Appendix A: A Company Survey Database 
 
ID no Sector ParentName PY_Establishment ParentCapital  ParentSale   Pworkers CountryNo Y_est Capital CapitalUnit CapitalUSDWorkers Sales SalesUnit Pequity (%) ServiceFTA　dummy YFTA
1 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn1 2004 6207 Ten thousandYuan 151 43 100 mil.Yen 20
2 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn2 2004 7433 Ten thousandYuan 106 14 100 mil.Yen 20
3 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn3 1993 6 100 mil.Yen 505 6000 ten thousandYuan 25
4 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn4 1996 2327 Ten thousandYuan 132 2753 ten thousandYuan 39.8
5 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn5 2004 550 Ten thousandYuan 16 19948 ten thousandYen 100
6 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn6 2005 50 Ten thousandHK 21 5482 ten thousandYen 100
7 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn7 1997 350 Ten thousandUS 1070 1344 ten thousandYuan 25
8 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn8 1995 4244 Ten thousandYuan 232 13 100 mil.Yen 20
9 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn9 1993 39025 Ten thousandYen 252 8936 ten thousandYuan 26.9
10 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn10 2004 1300 Ten thousandUS 239 16 100 mil.Yen 25
11 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn11 2001 750 Ten thousandUS 97 3241 ten thousandUS 30
12 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cn12 1995 630 Ten thousandUS 199 17 100 mil.Yen 20
13 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 hk1 1994 21400 Ten thousandHK 1 89 100 mil.Yen 40
14 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 hk2 1987 500 Ten thousandHK 55 15 100 mil.Yen 20
15 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 hk3 1969 2997 Ten thousandHK 388 71 100 mil.Yen 15.6
16 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 vn1 2005 230 Ten thousandUS 8 109 100 mil.D 35 1 2009
17 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 vn2 1997 1500 Ten thousandUS 260 5724 ten thousandUS 35 1 2009
18 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 th1 2002 28000 Ten thousandB 339 9 100 mil.B 39 1 2007
19 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 th2 2008 20000 Ten thousandB 114 14874 ten thousandB 70 1 2007
20 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 th3 1989 23750 Ten thousandB 280 43447 ten thousandB 14 1 2007
21 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 my1 2004 3500 Ten thousandRM 71 46162 ten thousandRM 20 1 2006
22 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 id1 1992 1600 Ten thousandUS 2000 7921 100 mil.Rp 47 1 2008
23 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 id2 2005 9345 100 mil.Rp 4374 8319 100 mil.Rp 55 1 2008
24 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 sa1 2003 200 Ten thousandSR 52 40 100 mil.Yen 25
25 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 se1 1995 200 Ten thousandSKｒ 12 24449 SKｒ 44
26 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 uk1 1991 1110 Ten thousandPound 138 5116 ten thousandPound 10
27 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 uk2 1991 530 Ten thousandPound 108 3725 ten thousandPound 25
28 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 fr1 1989 430 Ten thousandEur 49 2545 ten thousandEur 25
29 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 ru1 2005 5 100 mil.Rbl 55 61 100 mil.Rbl 20
30 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 cz1 1997 4500 Ten thousandKcs 18 88473 ten thousandKcs 60
31 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 hu1 1992 15400 Ten thousandFt 172 147 100 mil.Ft 60
32 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 ca1 1970 2290 Ten thousandC 12 21630 ten thousandUS 100
33 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 us1 1990 1000 Ten thousandUS 128 6832 ten thousandUS 10
34 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 us2 1993 4000 Ten thousandUS 1169 3828 100 mil.Yen 32
35 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 us3 1995 600 Ten thousandUS 100 5988 ten thousandUS 20
36 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 us4 1952 63200 Ten thousandUS 178 57 100 mil.US 178
37 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 mx1 1956 1118 Ten thousandUS 13 5661 ten thousandUS 100
38 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 pa1 1990 1000 Ten thousandUS 31 59057 ten thousandUS 100
39 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 co1 1974 47361 Ten thousandCol 36 13312 ten thousandUS 10
40 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 br1 2007 1914 Ten thousandR 154 1914 ten thousandR 29.7
41 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 br2 1973 2285 Ten thousandR 212 4 100 mil.Yen 43.3
42 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 br3 1957 1819 Ten thousandR 63 58786 ten thousandUS 100
43 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 ar1 1957 198 Ten thousandAP 16 4864 ten thousandUS 100
44 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 au1 2001 570 Ten thousandA 21 6380 ten thousandA 49
45 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 au2 1969 750 Ten thousandA 75 8530 ten thousandA 37.5
46 Wholesale Itochu Corporation 1949 202241 4310432 4273 nz1 1992 2220 Ten thousandNZ 1 1555 ten thousandNZ 30
47 Wholesale Kanematsu Corporation 1918 27781 438975 811 cn1 1993 580 Ten thousandUS 65 985 ten thousandYuan 25
48 Wholesale Kanematsu Corporation 1918 27781 438975 811 th1 2002 1000 Ten thousandB 17 16006 ten thousandB 51 1 2007
49 Wholesale Kanematsu Corporation 1918 27781 438975 811 th2 1974 500 Ten thousandB 100 7148 ten thousandB 24 1 2007
50 Wholesale Kanematsu Corporation 1918 27781 438975 811 us1 1973 60 Ten thousandUS 29 196 ten thousandUS 23.3
51 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 cn1 2004 1655 Ten thousandYuan 27 8822 ten thousandYuan 100
52 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 cn2 2007 60 Ten thousandUS 194 5958 ten thousandYuan 100
53 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 hk1 1989 300 Ten thousandHK 12 11442 ten thousandHK 100
54 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 hk2 2004 2000 Ten thousandHK 3 9054 ten thousandHK 100
55 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 sg1 1970 60 Ten thousandS 11 182 ten thousandS 100 1 2002




57 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 in1 2010 5000 Ten thousandRs 6 9054 ten thousandRs 100
58 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 uk1 2000 700 Ten thousandPound 5 248 ten thousandPound 100
59 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 uk2 1999 25 Ten thousandPound 19 223 ten thousandPound 100
60 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 de1 1987 808 Ten thousandEur 27 2647 ten thousandEur 100
61 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 us1 1955 1360 Ten thousandUS 12 3051 ten thousandUS 100
62 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 us2 1980 50 Ten thousandUS 19 1252 ten thousandUS 100
63 Wholesale Kowa Co., Ltd 1939 3840 199252 1866 cl1 1987 11 100 mil.Ch 4 10 100 mil.Ch 100
64 Wholesale Sanyei Corporation 1950 1000 17877 105 cn1 2002 40 Ten thousandUS 8 1316 ten thousandYuan 100
65 Wholesale Sanyei Corporation 1950 1000 17877 105 hk1 1978 3500 Ten thousandHK 3 41048 ten thousandHK 18.5
66 Wholesale Sanyei Corporation 1950 1000 17877 105 hk2 1962 1260 Ten thousandHK 26 32660 ten thousandHK 80
67 Wholesale Sanyei Corporation 1950 1000 17877 105 hk3 1987 1500 Ten thousandHK 20 67143 ten thousandHK 20
68 Wholesale Sanyei Corporation 1950 1000 17877 105 my1 1973 75 Ten thousandRM 19 4645 ten thousandRM 100 1 2006
69 Wholesale Sanyei Corporation 1950 1000 17877 105 ph1 1974 804 Ten thousandP 16 8806 ten thousandP 100 1 2008
70 Wholesale Sanyei Corporation 1950 1000 17877 105 de1 1969 51129 Eur 3 55 ten thousandEur 100
71 Wholesale Sanyo Trading Co., Ltd 1947 638 33621 170 cn1 2003 20 Ten thousandUS 21 22825 ten thousandYuan 100
72 Wholesale Sanyo Trading Co., Ltd 1947 638 33621 170 cn2 2005 76 Ten thousandUS 42 2840 ten thousandYuan 80
73 Wholesale Sanyo Trading Co., Ltd 1947 638 33621 170 vn1 2010 30 Ten thousandUS 9 30 ten thousandUS 100 1 2009
74 Wholesale Sanyo Trading Co., Ltd 1947 638 33621 170 th1 1990 2860 Ten thousandB 11 43493 ten thousandB 46 1 2007
75 Wholesale Sanyo Trading Co., Ltd 1947 638 33621 170 us1 1961 250 Ten thousandUS 13 6124 ten thousandUS 100
76 Wholesale JALUX Inc. 1962 2558 81339 406 cn1 2005 100 Ten thousandUS 20 5007 ten thousandYuan 100
77 Wholesale JALUX Inc. 1962 2558 81339 406 hk1 2006 50 Ten thousandUS 5 2108 ten thousandHK 100
78 Wholesale JALUX Inc. 1962 2558 81339 406 th1 1999 2400 Ten thousandB 85 15914 ten thousandB 85 1 2007
79 Wholesale JALUX Inc. 1962 2558 81339 406 th2 2008 200 Ten thousandB 4 114 ten thousandB 100 1 2007
80 Wholesale JALUX Inc. 1962 2558 81339 406 th3 2006 200 Ten thousandB 18 862 ten thousandB 18 1 2007
81 Wholesale JALUX Inc. 1962 2558 81339 406 la1 1999 100 Ten thousandUS 170 398 100 mil.KN 27.8
82 Wholesale JALUX Inc. 1962 2558 81339 406 us1 1982 500 Ten thousandUS 44 13777 ten thousandUS 100
83 Wholesale Shintoa Corporation 1952 500 98801 183 uk1 2004 25 Ten thousandPound 2 35 ten thousandPound 100
84 Wholesale Shintoa Corporation 1952 500 98801 183 us1 1961 100 Ten thousandUS 7 189 ten thousandUS 100
85 Wholesale Sumikin Bussan Corporation 1941 12335 675625 917 cn1 1995 36600 Ten thousandYen 147 18681 ten thousandYuan 20.3
86 Wholesale Sumikin Bussan Corporation 1941 12335 675625 917 cn2 1996 2580 Ten thousandUS 237 79933 ten thousandYuan 30
87 Wholesale Sumikin Bussan Corporation 1941 12335 675625 917 th1 1988 11 100 mil.B 81 87 100 mil.B 21 1 2007
88 Wholesale Sumikin Bussan Corporation 1941 12335 675625 917 th2 1999 25 100 mil.B 30 48 100 mil.B 20 1 2007
89 Wholesale Sumikin Bussan Corporation 1941 12335 675625 917 us1 1997 800 Ten thousandUS 55 4124 ten thousandUS 85.8
90 Wholesale Sumikin Bussan Corporation 1941 12335 675625 917 us2 2000 125 Ten thousandUS 32 1410 ten thousandUS 16
91 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 kr1 1977 187 100 mil.W 341 1290 100 mil.W 19
92 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 kr2 2000 16 100 mil.W 8 14 100 mil.W 25.5
93 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn1 2004 11268 Ten thousandYuan 232 74791 ten thousandYuan 25
94 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn2 2005 2165 Ten thousandYuan 173 1927 ten thousandYuan 55
95 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn3 2005 4824 Ten thousandYuan 43 5203 ten thousandYuan 90
96 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn4 2005 9492 Ten thousandYuan 282 26127 ten thousandYuan 20
97 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn5 2005 4894 Ten thousandYuan 165 7676 ten thousandYuan 100
98 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn6 1998 34865 Ten thousandYuan 279 92000 ten thousandYuan 20.2
99 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn7 1995 29751 Ten thousandYuan 1200 59735 ten thousandYuan 35
100 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn8 2005 5355 Ten thousandYuan 135 26589 ten thousandYuan 27.2
101 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn9 2004 7448 Ten thousandYuan 81 21108 ten thousandYuan 90
102 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn10 2000 25153 Ten thousandYuan 1040 55889 ten thousandYuan 19.1
103 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn11 2004 650 Ten thousandUS 130 21473 ten thousandYuan 25
104 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn12 2004 4085 Ten thousandYuan 220 4235 ten thousandYuan 20
105 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn13 2006 23700 Ten thousandYuan 139 1394 ten thousandYuan 44.1
106 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn14 2007 1 100 mil.Yuan 867 15961 ten thousandYuan 25
107 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn15 1998 4139 Ten thousandYuan 3 93574 ten thousandYuan 100
108 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn16 1993 16000 Ten thousandYuan 679 89547 ten thousandYuan 39
109 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn17 1995 3989 Ten thousandYuan 143 12534 ten thousandYuan 81
110 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn18 1997 3140 Ten thousandYuan 126 7473 ten thousandYuan 76.4
111 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn19 1995 5948 Ten thousandYuan 224 43823 ten thousandYuan 72.1
112 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn20 2004 851 Ten thousandYuan 46 2116 ten thousandYuan 100




114 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn22 2004 6750 Ten thousandYuan 308 33177 ten thousandYuan 37.5
115 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn23 2002 200 Ten thousandUS 12 4122 ten thousandUS 60
116 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn24 1998 3729 Ten thousandYuan 54 2132 ten thousandYuan 39
117 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn25 1995 7489 Ten thousandYuan 147 5143 ten thousandYuan 20.7
118 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn26 2003 4139 Ten thousandYuan 191 23979 ten thousandYuan 45
119 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn27 1996 2580 Ten thousandYuan 237 79933 ten thousandYuan 61.3
120 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn28 2004 6499 Ten thousandYuan 176 41260 ten thousandYuan 80.5
121 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn29 2003 4138 Ten thousandYuan 104 4523 ten thousandYuan 90
122 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn30 2005 2020 Ten thousandYuan 23 11080 ten thousandYuan 30
123 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn31 1996 300 Ten thousandUS 317 708 ten thousandUS 33.3
124 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cn32 2004 9436 Ten thousandYuan 399 12767 ten thousandYuan 18
125 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 hk1 1980 10 Ten thousandUS 0 11 100 mil.US 100
126 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 hk2 2002 10400 Ten thousandHK 486 16 100 mil.HK 90
127 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 tw1 1991 5 100 mil.NT 111 44 100 mil.NT 90
128 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 tw2 1997 1669 Ten thousandNT 51 65 100 mil.NT 55
129 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 tw3 2002 13 100 mil.NT 189 39 100 mil.NT 12
130 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 mn1 1996 61 100 mil.MNT 345 126 100 mil.Yen 33.9
131 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn1 2002 161 100 mil.D 141 8658 100 mil.D 100 1 2009
132 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn2 1996 416 100 mil.D 620 5479 100 mil.D 34 1 2009
133 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn3 2003 1527 100 mil.D 597 4568 100 mil.D 20 1 2009
134 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn4 1998 257 100 mil.D 104 4286 100 mil.D 45 1 2009
135 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn5 1997 536 100 mil.D 137 12868 100 mil.D 33 1 2009
136 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn6 2006 2592 100 mil.D 61 1308 100 mil.D 61 1 2009
137 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn7 2000 3276 100 mil.D 114 1601 100 mil.D 58 1 2009
138 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn8 1999 180 100 mil.D 146 8267 100 mil.D 49 1 2009
139 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 vn9 1997 350 Ten thousandUS 170 3206 ten thousandUS 27 1 2009
140 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th1 2004 10500 Ten thousandB 45 31 100 mil.B 30 1 2007
141 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th2 2006 2 100 mil.B 95 12 100 mil.B 20 1 2007
142 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th3 1996 2500 Ten thousandB 189 49338 ten thousandB 23.7 1 2007
143 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th4 1992 8 100 mil.B 585 63 100 mil.B 28.5 1 2007
144 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th5 1989 18000 Ten thousandB 324 38069 ten thousandB 44.3 1 2007
145 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th6 2003 24050 Ten thousandB 78 11 100 mil.B 50.1 1 2007
146 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th7 2003 1000 Ten thousandB 35 14 100 mil.B 100 1 2007
147 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th8 2007 13 100 mil.B 8 1646 ten thousandB 36 1 2007
148 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th9 1975 18200 Ten thousandB 188 59764 ten thousandB 36 1 2007
149 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th10 1965 36580 Ten thousandB 399 32 100 mil.B 28.5 1 2007
150 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th11 1981 21600 Ten thousandB 528 34 100 mil.B 84.4 1 2007
151 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 th12 1991 7500 Ten thousandB 144 16 100 mil.B 20 1 2007
152 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sg1 1995 3194 Ten thousandUS 127 37566 ten thousandS 100 1 2002
153 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sg2 1991 7500 Ten thousandYen 0 35100 ten thousandYen 80 1 2002
154 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sg3 1997 590 Ten thousandUS 23 49931 ten thousandUS 80 1 2002
155 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sg4 2002 5 Ten thousandUS 22 6610 ten thousandUS 100 1 2002
156 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sg5 2006 1108 Ten thousandUS 25 43508 ten thousandUS 49 1 2002
157 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sg6 2006 3 100 mil.Yen 13 5720 ten thousandYen 100 1 2002
158 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sg7 1996 6500 Ten thousandUS 12 34000 ten thousandUS 100 1 2002
159 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 my1 1962 3975 Ten thousandRM 178 18507 ten thousandRM 33.2 1 2006
160 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 my2 1993 50 Ten thousandRM 1 6900 ten thousandRM 40 1 2006
161 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 my3 2003 50 Ten thousandRM 6 82754 ten thousandRM 100 1 2006
162 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ph1 1997 11 100 mil.P 39 11 100 mil.P 30 1 2008
163 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ph2 2006 1061 Ten thousandP 0 11405 ten thousandP 100 1 2008
164 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 id1 1990 855 Ten thousandUS 123 492 ten thousandUS 60 1 2008
165 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 id2 2003 800 Ten thousandUS 299 81587 100 mil.Rp 20 1 2008
166 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 id3 1994 3965 100 mil.Rp 1970 11614 100 mil.Rp 83.8 1 2008
167 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 id4 1994 548 Ten thousandUS 197 742 ten thousandUS 80 1 2008
168 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 id5 1991 16257 100 mil.Rp 7415 12371 100 mil.Rp 85 1 2008
169 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 id6 1985 1250 Ten thousandUS 115 1080 ten thousandUS 40 1 2008




171 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 kh1 1994 200 Ten thousandUS 84 976 ten thousandUS 90
172 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 in1 2007 2 100 mil.Rs 71 20386 ten thousandRs 24.5
173 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 in2 1985 14478 Ten thousandRs 748 76 100 mil.Rs 43.9
174 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 sa1 1995 200 Ten thousandSR 450 24038 ten thousandSR 22
175 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 jo1 2004 213 Ten thousandJD 14 349 ten thousandJD 54
176 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ae1 2003 1250 Ten thousandDh 63 14132 ten thousandDh 45
177 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ae2 2005 239 Ten thousandUS 35 3270 ten thousandUS 89.7
178 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ae3 2003 5518 Ten thousandPound 11 22316 ten thousandDh 39
179 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 uk1 1995 12 Ten thousandPound 875 26738 ten thousandPound 100
180 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 uk2 1995 909 Ten thousandEur 165 9675 ten thousandEur 80
181 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 uk3 2006 1500 Ten thousandUS 21 2883 ten thousandUS 51
182 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 uk4 2001 239 Ten thousandEur 15 4522 ten thousandEur 51
183 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 nl1 2007 2026 Ten thousandUS 0 1823 ten thousandUS 40
184 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 nl2 2001 17000 US 12 6500 ten thousandUS 95
185 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 nl3 2004 5 Ten thousandUS 2 4797 ten thousandUS 70
186 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 de1 1991 102 Ten thousandUS 27 2668 ten thousandUS 100
187 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ch1 1986 10 Ten thousandSwF 13 358 ten thousandSwF 95
188 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 es1 2007 407 Ten thousandEur 4 29 ten thousandEur 33.1
189 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 es2 2007 750 Ten thousandEur 4 71 ten thousandEur 27.9
190 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ru1 1992 71100 Ten thousandYen 3250 107 100 mil.Yen 45
191 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ru2 2008 27000 Ten thousandRbl 40 12 100 mil.Rbl 25
192 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ru3 2000 45000 Ten thousandYen 197 92300 ten thousandYen 100
193 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ru4 1997 63200 Ten thousandYen 178 16 100 mil.Yen 53.3
194 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ru5 1993 13200 Ten thousandYen 221 95 100 mil.Yen 100
195 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cz1 2004 574 Ten thousandEur 95 20 100 mil.Kcs 40
196 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 hu1 2006 600 Ten thousandEur 107 1009 ten thousandEur 26
197 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 hu2 1999 311 Ten thousandUS 119 5258 ten thousandUS 100
198 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us1 1992 1500 Ten thousandUS 508 13741 ten thousandUS 55
199 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us2 1982 2158 Ten thousandUS 48 13777 ten thousandUS 80
200 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us3 1993 6176 Ten thousandUS 623 42137 ten thousandUS 22
201 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us4 2002 20 Ten thousandUS 63 13858 ten thousandUS 90.8
202 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us5 1994 16000 US 1173 28240 ten thousandUS 12
203 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us6 2005 13 Ten thousandUS 23 619 ten thousandUS 100
204 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us7 1992 22000 US 138 9812 ten thousandUS 11
205 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us8 2007 1094 Ten thousandUS 200 2858 ten thousandUS 50
206 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us9 1957 525 Ten thousandUS 92 6831 ten thousandUS 40
207 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us10 2009 121 Ten thousandUS 11 225 ten thousandUS 100
208 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us11 2004 5255 Ten thousandUS 32 3853 ten thousandUS 97
209 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us12 2002 3498 Ten thousandUS 4 3611 ten thousandUS 50
210 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us13 2007 350 Ten thousandUS 42 60293 ten thousandUS 70
211 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us14 2007 1250 Ten thousandUS 0 1279 ten thousandUS 100
212 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us15 2008 2550 Ten thousandUS 208 2696 ten thousandUS 24
213 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us16 2000 1450 Ten thousandUS 125 22532 ten thousandUS 100
214 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us17 1983 1000 Ten thousandUS 53 5949 ten thousandUS 100
215 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us18 2009 20 Ten thousandUS 1 57 ten thousandUS 100
216 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us19 1989 2096 Ten thousandUS 2 11773 ten thousandUS 100
217 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us20 1995 903 US 19 85100 ten thousandUS 67.8
218 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us21 2005 1135 Ten thousandUS 80 12424 ten thousandUS 100
219 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us22 1970 1000 US 195 24 100 mil.US 100
220 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us23 2004 27000 Ten thousandUS 581 31524 ten thousandUS 49
221 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us24 2001 100 US 14 10563 ten thousandUS 100
222 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us25 2003 1000 US 15 4290 ten thousandUS 100
223 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 us26 2004 969 Ten thousandUS 44 2022 ten thousandUS 100
224 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 mx1 1999 3301 Ten thousandUS 607 16853 ten thousandUS 30
225 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 mx2 1993 4000 Ten thousandUS 182 16988 ten thousandUS 70
226 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 mx3 2009 1291 Ten thousandMXP 22 19 ten thousandMXP 60




228 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 cl1 1991 2171 Ten thousandUS 60 4540 ten thousandUS 45
229 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 br1 1965 1046 Ten thousandR 440 51957 ten thousandR 22
230 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 br2 2010 26 100 mil.R 1501 41430 ten thousandR 30
231 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 ar1 2001 190 Ten thousandAP 25 7344 ten thousandAP 80
232 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 za1 1999 1175 Ten thousandR 11 17619 ten thousandR 49
233 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 au1 1993 8269 Ten thousandA 59 16312 ten thousandA 59
234 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 nz1 1992 1427 Ten thousandNZ 281 4857 ten thousandNZ 80
235 Wholesale Sumitomo Corporation 1919 219278 3953315 5429 mp 2002 3597 Ten thousandUS 266 4601 ten thousandUS 28
236 Wholesale Central Trading Co., LTD. 1962 25 1012 16 us1 1987 22672 Ten thousandYen 7 467 ten thousandUS 100
237 Wholesale Central Trading Co., LTD. 1962 25 1012 16 us2 1970 49881 Ten thousandYen 10 503 ten thousandUS 100
238 Wholesale Central Trading Co., LTD. 1962 25 1012 16 us3 1907 11060 Ten thousandYen 12 353 ten thousandUS 100
239 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 kr1 1998 1900 Ten thousandYen 3 4500 ten thousandYen 100
240 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 kr2 1995 35100 Ten thousandYen 32 92100 ten thousandYen 100
241 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn1 2007 74800 Ten thousandYen 455 10 100 mil.Yen 49
242 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn2 2005 50400 Ten thousandYen 27 69 ten thousandYuan 24.8
243 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn3 1996 35600 Ten thousandYen 150 64700 ten thousandYen 25
244 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn4 2003 44400 Ten thousandYen 67 96100 ten thousandYen 30.6
245 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn5 2008 13 100 mil.Yen 93 33700 ten thousandYen 25
246 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn6 2006 34800 Ten thousandYen 230 24 100 mil.Yen 25
247 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn7 2006 24900 Ten thousandYen 430 43700 ten thousandYen 25
248 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn8 2006 59600 Ten thousandYen 789 11 100 mil.Yen 50
249 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn9 1994 10 100 mil.Yen 864 14 100 mil.Yen 50
250 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn10 2005 10100 Ten thousandYen 38 28 100 mil.Yen 100
251 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn11 2002 12200 Ten thousandYen 43 15 100 mil.Yen 100
252 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn12 1997 49 100 mil.Yen 95 17 100 mil.Yen 100
253 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn13 1997 12500 Ten thousandYen 28 28 100 mil.Yen 73
254 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn14 1997 8300 Ten thousandYen 13 54900 ten thousandYen 50
255 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn15 1997 4200 Ten thousandYen 9 51700 ten thousandYen 100
256 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn16 1993 14 100 mil.Yen 137 272 100 mil.Yen 100
257 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn17 1999 12500 Ten thousandYen 9 45400 ten thousandYen 100
258 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 cn18 2002 6680 Ten thousandYen 335 10 100 mil.Yen 15.2
259 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 hk1 1986 11700 Ten thousandYen 35 32200 ten thousandYen 100
260 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 hk2 1997 48800 Ten thousandYen 47 252 100 mil.Yen 40
261 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 hk3 1981 73 100 mil.Yen 65 452 100 mil.Yen 100
262 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 tw1 2004 71200 Ten thousandYen 43 169 100 mil.Yen 100
263 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn1 2007 7200 Ten thousandYen 803 29 100 mil.Yen 25 1 2009
264 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn2 1995 12 100 mil.Yen 209 43 100 mil.Yen 20 1 2009
265 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn3 1998 12 100 mil.Yen 522 78 100 mil.Yen 75 1 2009
266 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn4 2002 17500 Ten thousandYen 26 26100 ten thousandYen 100 1 2009
267 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn5 2009 81500 Ten thousandYen 80 19 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2009
268 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn6 2006 10300 Ten thousandYen 37 29 100 mil.Yen 60 1 2009
269 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn7 2004 12500 Ten thousandYen 160 14 100 mil.Yen 51 1 2009
270 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn8 1993 9500 Ten thousandYen 143 15 100 mil.Yen 60 1 2009
271 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 vn9 2001 12300 Ten thousandYen 115 19 100 mil.Yen 60 1 2009
272 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 th1 1998 10800 Ten thousandYen 331 52 100 mil.Yen 73.7 1 2007
273 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 th2 2006 14 100 mil.Yen 119 105 100 mil.Yen 70 1 2007
274 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 th3 1998 8300 Ten thousandYen 42 11 100 mil.Yen 29 1 2007
275 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 th4 1974 13 100 mil.Yen 120 358 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2007
276 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 sg1 1998 113 100 mil.Yen 74 1271 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2002
277 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 sg2 2000 11 100 mil.Yen 1 3700 ten thousandYen 100 1 2002
278 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 sg3 1989 8800 Ten thousandYen 8 450 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2002
279 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 my1 2001 300 Ten thousandYen 18 4400 ten thousandYen 30 1 2006
280 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 my2 1999 10400 Ten thousandYen 6 19900 ten thousandYen 100 1 2006
281 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 my3 1980 41800 Ten thousandYen 23 71 100 mil.Yen 40 1 2006
282 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ph1 1973 77000 Ten thousandP 442 41 100 mil.P 5.2 1 2008
283 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ph2 1995 87400 Ten thousandYen 309 113 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2008




285 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ph4 2004 16100 Ten thousandYen 24 37900 ten thousandYen 100 1 2008
286 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 id1 1991 65 100 mil.Yen 261 105 100 mil.Yen 85 1 2008
287 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 id2 1993 65200 Ten thousandYen 96 88 100 mil.Yen 72.8 1 2008
288 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 in1 1999 1100 Ten thousandYen 103 39300 ten thousandYen 100
289 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 in2 2005 15200 Ten thousandYen 112 40400 ten thousandYen 100
290 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 lk1 1997 18 100 mil.Yen 63 30 100 mil.Yen 48.4
291 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ae1 1993 15700 Ten thousandYen 13 61 100 mil.Yen 100
292 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 uk1 2002 30 100 mil.Yen 1 60 100 mil.Yen 90
293 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 uk2 1992 201 100 mil.Yen 200 920 100 mil.Yen 100
294 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 uk3 1985 77 100 mil.Yen 22 439 100 mil.Yen 100
295 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 nl1 2004 200 Ten thousandYen 4 19 100 mil.Yen 100
296 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 fr1 2005 4300 Ten thousandYen 2 64100 ten thousandYen 51
297 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 de1 1992 25 Ten thousandEur 3 156 ten thousandEur 25
298 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 pt 1896 13 100 mil.Yen 350 14 100 mil.Yen 100
299 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ru1 2002 27100 Ten thousandYen 16 34400 ten thousandYen 100
300 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ru2 2005 69900 Ten thousandRbl. 110 88 100 mil.Rbl. 89
301 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ua1 2006 14 100 mil.Yen 25 31 100 mil.Yen 100
302 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ca1 1958 83400 Ten thousandYen 18 403 100 mil.Yen 100
303 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us1 1989 20400 Ten thousandYen 400 38 100 mil.Yen 100
304 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us2 1999 20000 Ten thousandYen 15 56 100 mil.Yen 40
305 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us3 2008 16 100 mil.Yen 10 13 100 mil.Yen 100
306 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us4 1992 15400 Ten thousandYen 130 25 100 mil.Yen 21
307 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us5 1994 500 Ten thousandUS 19 1647 ten thousandUS 56.1
308 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us6 2007 15 100 mil.Yen 243 32 100 mil.Yen 45.9
309 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us7 1998 28500 Ten thousandYen 31 63500 ten thousandYen 50
310 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us8 1983 100 Ten thousandUS 19 500 ten thousandUS 30
311 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us9 1952 477 100 mil.Yen 161 520 100 mil.Yen 100
312 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us10 2003 8579 Ten thousandUS 9 48 100 mil.Yen 100
313 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us11 1999 16300 Ten thousandYen 12 50 100 mil.Yen 100
314 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us12 1998 35 100 mil.Yen 4 117 100 mil.Yen 25
315 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us13 1992 11600 Ten thousandYen 1 8605 ten thousandYen 28.5
316 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 us14 1971 23600 Ten thousandYen 132 77 100 mil.Yen 100
317 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 mx1 1969 41500 Ten thousandYen 15 43 100 mil.Yen 100
318 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 pr1 2008 57000 Ten thousandYen 48 83 100 mil.Yen 100
319 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ve1 2006 5500 Ten thousandYen 29 11 100 mil.Yen 100
320 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ve2 1990 24 100 mil.Yen 1615 176 100 mil.Yen 92.3
321 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ve3 1973 9800 Ten thousandYen 6 4300 ten thousandYen 100
322 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 br1 1995 605 Ten thousandR 65 1546 ten thousandR 60
323 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 br2 1974 2634 Ten thousandR 547 6621 ten thousandR 22.5
324 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 br3 1957 12 100 mil.Yen 64 593 100 mil.Yen 100
325 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ar1 1970 5000 Ten thousandYen 9 13 100 mil.Yen 100
326 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 ng1 1989 600 Ten thousandYen 13 6600 ten thousandYen 97
327 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 au1 1999 6485 Ten thousandA 0 411 ten thousandA 29
328 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 au2 1997 1400 Ten thousandA 3 22570 ten thousandYen 3
329 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 au3 1957 23 100 mil.Yen 34 718 100 mil.Yen 100
330 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 au4 1994 92 100 mil.Yen 4 303 100 mil.Yen 100
331 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 nz1 1968 16800 Ten thousandYen 9 108 100 mil.Yen 100
332 Wholesale Sojitz Corporation 2003 160339 2466861 1769 nz2 1989 90900 Ten thousandYen 182 48 100 mil.Yen 40
333 Wholesale Takahata Enterprise Co., LTD. 1941 20 94 15 th1 1991 1 100 mil.B 516 63023 ten thousandB 80 1 2007
334 Wholesale Takahata Enterprise Co., LTD. 1941 20 94 15 my1 1990 1600 Ten thousandRM 453 2361 ten thousandRM 60 1 2006
335 Wholesale Tokyo Boeki Ltd. 1947 510 1637 32 cn1 1995 5518 Ten thousandYuan 600 17817 ten thousandYuan 21.6
336 Wholesale Tokoosen Corp. 1947 200 47105 173 cn1 2006 600 Ten thousandUS 64 35 100 mil.Yen 100
337 Wholesale Tokoosen Corp. 1947 200 47105 173 cn2 2006 662 Ten thousandUS 273 4 100 mil.Yen 100
338 Wholesale Tokoosen Corp. 1947 200 47105 173 th1 2003 10000 Ten thousandB 156 14 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2007
339 Wholesale Tokoosen Corp. 1947 200 47105 173 th2 2002 300 Ten thousandB 7 15 100 mil.Yen 49 1 2007
340 Wholesale Tozai Boeki Kaisha, Ltd. 1958 50 6224 26 cn1 1996 63 Ten thousandUS 24 10588 ten thousandYuan 100




342 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cn2 2003 320 Ten thousandUS 52 529 ten thousandYuan 40
343 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cn3 2003 241 Ten thousandUS 297 11 100 mil.Yen 20
344 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cn4 1996 864 Ten thousandUS 36.2 74385 ten thousandYuan 36.2
345 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cn5 2007 420 Ten thousandUS 34 71600 ten thousandYen 60
346 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cn6 2005 3850 Ten thousandUS 879 22594 ten thousandYuan 20
347 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cn7 2008 400 Ten thousandUS 97 2783 ten thousandYuan 51
348 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 vn1 1997 306 Ten thousandUS 62 39400 ten thousandUS 30 1 2009
349 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 th1 1993 99000 Ten thousandB 236 40371 ten thousandB 45.8 1 2007
350 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 th2 1993 5000 Ten thousandB 272 30 100 mil.Yen 66.6 1 2007
351 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 th3 2006 1200 Ten thousandB 9 42237 ten thousandB 20 1 2007
352 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 th4 2004 2300 Ten thousandB 113 10 100 mil.B 60 1 2007
353 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 th5 2003 24626 Ten thousandB 160 67927 ten thousandB 94.3 1 2007
354 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 th6 1995 1 100 mil.B 532 18 100 mil.B 33 1 2007
355 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 sg1 1989 106 Ten thousandUS 51 818 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2002
356 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 my1 1991 300 Ten thousandRM 73 807 ten thousandRM 35.8 1 2006
357 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 id1 1997 167 Ten thousandUS 140 980 ten thousandUS 25 1 2008
358 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 id2 1984 70 100 mil.Rp 276 4171 100 mil.Rp 50 1 2008
359 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 in1 2003 8945 Ten thousandRs 50 10 100 mil.Rs 30
360 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 in2 2010 600 Ten thousandRs 42 11301 ten thousandRs 55
361 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 pk1 1986 12400 Ten thousandPRs 1176 93 100 mil.PRs 29.7
362 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 uk1 2003 250 Ten thousandPound 34 728 ten thousandpound 95.6
363 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 fr1 1971 1244 Ten thousandEur 177 9829 ten thousandEur 45
364 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cz1 2007 5000 Ten thousandKcs 21 3152 ten thousandKcs 30
365 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cz2 2004 574 Ten thousandEur 95 20 100 mil.Kcs 25
366 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 cz3 2002 97000 Ten thousandKc 655 103 100 mil.Yen 20
367 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 us1 1988 150 Ten thousandUS 18 691 ten thousandUS 40
368 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 us2 1997 402 Ten thousandUS 42 21205 ten thousandUS 43.8
369 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 us3 2010 750 Ten thousandUS 23 3 ten thousandUS 50
370 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 mx1 2002 2621 Ten thousandMXP 57 7973 ten thousandUS 62.2
371 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 ve1 2008 236 Ten thousandB 18 626 ten thousandBs 29
372 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 au1 1994 835 Ten thousandA 4 478 ten thousandA 20
373 Wholesale Toyota Tsusho Corporation 1948 64936 3218804 2745 au2 1996 408 Ten thousandA 19 628 ten thousandA 33
374 Wholesale Nabelin Co., Ltd. 1948 194 72628 500 cn1 2002 50 Ten thousandUS 32 13 100 mil.Yen 100
375 Wholesale Nishizawa Ltd. 1931 100 15145 45 cn1 2002 616 Ten thousandYuan 7 3559 ten thousandYuan 100
376 Wholesale Nishizawa Ltd. 1931 100 15145 45 hk1 1969 670 Ten thousandHK 5 2434 ten thousandHK 100
377 Wholesale Nittsu Shoji Co., Ltd. 1958 4000 346659 2522 cn1 1991 5 100 mil.Yen 88 4471 ten thousandYuan 80
378 Wholesale Nittsu Shoji Co., Ltd. 1958 4000 346659 2522 cn2 2004 330 Ten thousandUS 40 1737 ten thousandYuan 100
379 Wholesale Nittsu Shoji Co., Ltd. 1958 4000 346659 2522 hk1 2004 40 Ten thousandUS 6 161 ten thousandUS 100
380 Wholesale Nittsu Shoji Co., Ltd. 1958 4000 346659 2522 th1 1996 5000 Ten thousandB 499 52251 ten thousandB 44.2 1 2007
381 Wholesale Nittsu Shoji Co., Ltd. 1958 4000 346659 2522 id1 2003 220 Ten thousandUS 41 207 ten thousandUS 100 1 2008
382 Wholesale Nittsu Shoji Co., Ltd. 1958 4000 346659 2522 us1 1989 30 Ten thousandUS 271 1851 ten thousandUS 33.3
383 Wholesale Nittsu Shoji Co., Ltd. 1958 4000 346659 2522 us2 1995 600 Ten thousandUS 6 462 ten thousandUS 100
384 Wholesale Nomura Trading Co., Ltd. 1976 2500 85496 248 cn1 1997 20 Ten thousandUS 29 1789 ten thousandYuan 100
385 Wholesale Nomura Trading Co., Ltd. 1976 2500 85496 248 vn1 1997 53 Ten thousandUS 1158 727 100 mil.D 69.8 1 2009
386 Wholesale Nomura Trading Co., Ltd. 1976 2500 85496 248 vn2 2007 90 Ten thousandUS 541 185 100 mil.D 100 1 2009
387 Wholesale Nomura Trading Co., Ltd. 1976 2500 85496 248 th1 1974 2000 Ten thousandB 16 10 100 mil.B 49 1 2007
388 Wholesale Nomura Trading Co., Ltd. 1976 2500 85496 248 id1 1989 77 Ten thousandUS 20 925 ten thousandUS 90 1 2008
389 Wholesale Nomura Trading Co., Ltd. 1976 2500 85496 248 br1 1952 26 Ten thousandR 2 72 ten thousandR 100
390 Wholesale Hissan Trading Co., Ltd. 1932 1200 48190 125 cn1 2006 30 Ten thousandUS 21 12 100 mil.Yen 100
391 Wholesale Hissan Trading Co., Ltd. 1932 1200 48190 125 hk1 2007 200 Ten thousandHK 2 24400 ten thousandYen 100
392 Wholesale Hissan Trading Co., Ltd. 1932 1200 48190 125 tw1 2008 2900 Ten thousandNT 17 19 100 mil.Yen 100
393 Wholesale Hissan Trading Co., Ltd. 1932 1200 48190 125 sg1 2009 30 Ten thousandS 2 46700 ten thousandYen 100 1 2002
394 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 kr1 2001 378 100 mil.W 11 284 100 mil.W 30
395 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 kr2 2000 2 100 mil.W 62 1195 100 mil.W 20
396 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 kr3 2000 19000 Ten thousandW 7 30 100 mil.W 100
397 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 kr4 2001 49 100 mil.W 19 131 100 mil.W 100




399 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn2 2006 12000 Ten thousandYen 10 485 ten thousandYuan 50
400 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn3 1996 60 Ten thousandUS 171 4276 ten thousandYuan 90
401 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn4 1999 3195 Ten thousandUS 49 3383 ten thousandUS 40
402 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn5 2001 4837 Ten thousandUS 806 38245 ten thousandYuan 20
403 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn6 1993 12 100 mil.Yen 93 36892 ten thousandYen 42.5
404 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn7 2004 253 Ten thousandUS 7 1029 ten thousandYuan 100
405 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn8 2008 1200 Ten thousandUS 50 1872 ten thousandYuan 27
406 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn9 1996 990 Ten thousandUS 65 5145 ten thousandYuan 44.4
407 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn10 1996 8 100 mil.Yen 629 14 100 mil.Yen 20
408 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn11 2003 100 Ten thousandUS 76 76985 ten thousandYuan 25
409 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn12 2003 150 Ten thousandUS 105 628 ten thousandUS 80
410 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn13 2002 5323 Ten thousandUS 181 12 100 mil.Yuan 25
411 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn14 1991 420 Ten thousandUS 81 6600 ten thousandYuan 25
412 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn15 1996 2910 Ten thousandHK 5 2163 ten thousandHK 100
413 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn16 2001 8000 Ten thousandYuan 328 12 100 mil.Yuan 29.4
414 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn17 1998 1835 Ten thousandUS 65 16312 ten thousandYuan 60
415 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn18 1986 14 100 mil.Yen 74 40958 ten thousandYen 30
416 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn19 2009 23982 Ten thousandYuan 1839 15 100 mil.Yuan 29
417 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn20 1998 62 Ten thousandUS 616 2900 ten thousandYuan 35
418 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn21 1995 1857 Ten thousandYuan 85 3090 ten thousandYuan 20
419 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn22 2007 1000 Ten thousandUS 5 240 ten thousandYuan 50
420 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn23 1996 5010 Ten thousandUS 276 28 100 mil.Yuan 22.5
421 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn24 1995 24689 Ten thousandYuan 1945 42 100 mil.Yuan 30
422 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn25 1994 100 Ten thousandUS 1 3861 ten thousandYuan 1
423 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn26 2007 4000 Ten thousandUS 114 10 100 mil.Yuan 20
424 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cn27 1995 330 Ten thousandUS 47 7240 ten thousandYuan 20
425 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 hk1 1991 32 Ten thousandHK 89 24221 ten thousandUS 80
426 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 hk2 2006 128 Ten thousandUS 19 885 ten thousandUS 100
427 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 hk3 1984 929 Ten thousandUS 46 290 ten thousandUS 80
428 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 hk4 1996 1100 Ten thousandUS 3 10322 ten thousandUS 50
429 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 tw1 1996 51 100 mil.NT 17 133 100 mil.NT 1
430 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 tw2 1990 500 Ten thousandNT 8 3696 ten thousandNT 95
431 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 tw3 1998 50 100 mil.NT 23 94 100 mil.NT 23
432 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 vn1 2003 707 100 mil.D 330 12399 100 mil.D 30 1 2009
433 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 vn2 1997 240 Ten thousandUS 401 195 ten thousandUS 51 1 2009
434 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 th1 2003 4000 Ten thousandB 1021 25 100 mil.B 51 1 2007
435 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 th2 1995 26 100 mil.B 8 55 100 mil.B 28 1 2007
436 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 th3 1992 2 100 mil.B 406 16 100 mil.B 26 1 2007
437 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 th4 1986 500 Ten thousandB 6 1908 ten thousandB 63 1 2007
438 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 th5 1988 1400 Ten thousandB 80 26960 ten thousandB 35.7 1 2007
439 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 th6 1991 35300 Ten thousandB 307 56925 ten thousandB 17.5 1 2007
440 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 th7 1991 7000 Ten thousandB 46 44 100 mil.B 72 1 2007
441 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 sg1 2005 100 Ten thousandUS 11 1597 ten thousandUS 21.5 1 2002
442 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 sg2 2008 12 100 mil.S 0 25 100 mil.S 42.9 1 2002
443 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 sg3 2010 27 Ten thousandS 4 243 ten thousandS 100 1 2002
444 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 sg4 1990 225 Ten thousandUS 10 55361 ten thousandUS 95 1 2002
445 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 sg5 1988 967 Ten thousandUS 25 19 100 mil.US 100 1 2002
446 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 sg6 2010 9000 Ten thousandUS 3 333 ten thousandUS 47.5 1 2002
447 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 my1 1971 167 Ten thousandRM 190 8112 ten thousandRM 29.6 1 2006
448 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 my2 1997 7500 Ten thousandRM 300 13191 ten thousandRM 40 1 2006
449 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ph1 1998 10 100 mil.P 29 11482 ten thousandP 20 1 2008
450 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ph2 1995 9 100 mil.P 30 10657 ten thousandP 40 1 2008
451 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ph3 2007 8 100 mil.P 403 29 100 mil.P 40 1 2008
452 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ph4 2003 4100 Ten thousandYen 88 107 100 mil.Yen 50 1 2008
453 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id1 1995 22 100 mil.Rp 267 223 100 mil.Rp 29 1 2008
454 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id2 1997 2100 Ten thousandUS 145 3351 ten thousandUS 21.8 1 2008




456 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id4 1995 50 Ten thousandUS 19 210 ten thousandUS 75 1 2008
457 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id5 1990 1500 Ten thousandUS 233 1778 ten thousandUS 60 1 2008
458 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id6 1990 480 100 mil.Rp 470 2189 100 mil.Rp 26 1 2008
459 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id7 1991 1354 100 mil.Rp 1901 4306 100 mil.Rp 60 1 2008
460 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id8 1996 570 Ten thousandUS 146 4327 100 mil.Rp 28.1 1 2008
461 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id9 1984 2242 100 mil.Rp 113 4477 100 mil.Rp 35 1 2008
462 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id10 1990 62178 Ten thousandUS 1055 28906 ten thousandUS 70.1 1 2008
463 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 id11 2007 1000 100 mil.Rp 226 1030 100 mil.Rp 44 1 2008
464 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 in1 2010 35480 Ten thousandRs 26 749 ten thousandRs 30
465 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 in2 2008 7 100 mil.Rs 29 34500 ten thousandRs 35
466 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 in3 1994 49 100 mil.Rs 35 103 100 mil.Rs 26
467 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 pk1 1995 12 100 mil.PRs 137 76 100 mil.PRs 25
468 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk1 2001 760 Ten thousandPound 244 12217 ten thousandPound 100
469 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk2 1979 200 Ten thousandPound 87 9836 ten thousandPound 40
470 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk3 1990 20 Ten thousandPound 9 278 ten thousandPound 20
471 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk4 2000 1769 Ten thousandPound 5 32250 ten thousandPound 90
472 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk5 1983 955 Ten thousandUS 5 196 ten thousandUS 95
473 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk6 2006 500 Ten thousandUS 5 43367 ten thousandUS 90
474 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk7 1992 620 Ten thousandPound 16 493 ten thousandPound 100
475 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk8 2004 3325 Ten thousandUS 13 16600 ten thousandUS 100
476 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk9 1972 622 Ten thousandPound 171 8084 ten thousandPound 90
477 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk10 1962 15000 Pound 331 12345 ten thousandPound 100
478 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 uk11 2001 666 Ten thousandPound 59 79568 ten thousandPound 90
479 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 nl1 1998 26000 US 4 18058 ten thousandUS 100
480 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 nl2 1988 45000 Eur 95 4541 ten thousandEur 100
481 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 be1 2004 30 Ten thousandEur 6 568 ten thousandEur 33.4
482 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 fr1 1974 1116 Ten thousandEur 169 34976 ten thousandEur 25.6
483 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 de1 1983 357 Ten thousandEur 72 9756 ten thousandEur 20
484 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 de2 1988 107 Ten thousandEur 35 3917 ten thousandEur 15
485 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 es1 1992 100 Ten thousandEur 39 1872 ten thousandEur 49
486 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 po1 1999 70 Ten thousandZl 25 3490 ten thousandZl 90
487 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 po2 2007 2925 Ten thousandZl 18 3867 ten thousandZl 90
488 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ru1 1993 12506 Ten thousandRbl 86 10 Rbl 90
489 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 tr1 2008 1500 Ten thousandYTL 17 1090 ten thousandYTL 100
490 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 tr2 1994 2783 Ten thousandYTL 55 50357 ten thousandYTL 31.2
491 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ca1 2000 157 Ten thousandC 54 2353 ten thousandC 54
492 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ca2 1968 217 Ten thousandC 236 5210 ten thousandC 100
493 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ca3 1972 26200 Ten thousandC 604 48592 ten thousandC 50
494 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ca4 1975 600 Ten thousandC 105 22706 ten thousandC 15
495 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ca5 1989 5065 Ten thousandUS 3 8298 ten thousandUS 100
496 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ca6 1971 1706 Ten thousandC 39 1547 ten thousandC 100
497 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us1 1994 587 Ten thousandUS 79 2891 ten thousandUS 27.7
498 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us2 2006 500 Ten thousandUS 32 2044 ten thousandUS 100
499 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us3 2006 2234 Ten thousandUS 68 2827 ten thousandUS 100
500 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us4 1978 6512 Ten thousandUS 183 19 100 mil.US 90
501 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us5 1998 7000 Ten thousandUS 47 24073 ten thousandUS 100
502 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us6 2000 7293 Ten thousandUS 117 6222 ten thousandUS 100
503 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us7 1999 30 Ten thousandUS 15 8637 ten thousandUS 80
504 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us8 1989 8307 Ten thousandUS 6 53478 ten thousandUS 80
505 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us9 1996 50 Ten thousandUS 13 2255 ten thousandUS 90
506 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us10 1984 1000 Ten thousandUS 45 6881 ten thousandUS 45
507 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us11 2006 2325 Ten thousandUS 21 53400 ten thousandUS 100
508 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us12 1993 27 Ten thousandUS 26 591 ten thousandUS 100
509 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us13 1991 200 Ten thousandUS 69 16344 ten thousandUS 100
510 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us14 1986 30 Ten thousandUS 38 2470 ten thousandUS 30
511 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us15 2002 600 Ten thousandUS 39 4394 ten thousandUS 15




513 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us17 2005 2500 Ten thousandUS 211 12470 ten thousandUS 100
514 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us18 1982 1761 Ten thousandUS 26 2552 ten thousandUS 58
515 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us19 2008 6080 Ten thousandUS 143 8301 ten thousandUS 90
516 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us20 1982 2000 Ten thousandUS 58 5833 ten thousandUS 95
517 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 us21 1987 2200 Ten thousandUS 295 9419 ten thousandUS 25
518 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 mx1 2008 1000 Ten thousandMXP 17 2907 ten thousandMXP 80
519 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 mx2 2007 800 Ten thousandUS 232 3237 ten thousandUS 80
520 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 mx3 1974 3283 Ten thousandMXP 76 53870 ten thousandMXP 29
521 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 mx4 1994 58730 Ten thousandMXP 560 16 100 mil.MXP 99
522 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 bs1 1997 1188 Ten thousandUS 481 5344 ten thousandUS 49
523 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 jm1 1923 26191 Ten thousandUS 1401 94256 ten thousandUS 40
524 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ky1 2000 6000 US 0 16900 ten thousandYen 50
525 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 ky2 1995 28 Ten thousandUS 3 64302 ten thousandUS 100
526 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 pe1 2000 7435 Ten thousandS 32 3660 ten thousandS 29
527 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cl1 1994 109 100 mil.Ch 67 63 100 mil.Ch 99.9
528 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cl2 2004 2389 100 mil.Ch 757 659 100 mil.Ch 50
529 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cl3 2006 30 100 mil.Ch 69 1968 100 mil.Ch 99.9
530 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cl4 1994 12 100 mil.Ch 70 73 100 mil.Ch 70
531 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cl5 2006 10 100 mil.Ch 180 469 100 mil.Ch 99.9
532 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cl6 1985 123 100 mil.Ch 70 1905 100 mil.Ch 99.9
533 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 cl7 1996 9099 Ten thousandUS 534 73747 ten thousandUS 30
534 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 br1 1976 19462 Ten thousandR 731 8240 ten thousandR 50
535 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 br2 1967 9006 Ten thousandR 1110 69282 ten thousandR 78.5
536 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 br3 1988 847 Ten thousandR 109 3561 ten thousandR 45.4
537 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 br4 1994 695 Ten thousandR 2 76 ten thousandR 24.6
538 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 br5 2001 12759 Ten thousandR 111 2523 ten thousandR 24.2
539 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 gh1 1998 69 Ten thousandC 212 13780 ten thousandC 100
540 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 za1 1993 90 Ten thousandR 29 23615 ten thousandR 51
541 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au1 1971 14309 Ten thousandA 413 58864 ten thousandA 21.5
542 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au2 1949 2274 Ten thousandA 825 79792 ten thousandA 16.7
543 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au3 1977 600 Ten thousandA 84 18057 ten thousandA 20
544 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au4 1974 100 Ten thousandA 78 2076 ten thousandA 24.7
545 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au5 1992 15099 Ten thousandA 7 21904 ten thousandA 89
546 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au6 1974 32911 Ten thousandA 12 38524 ten thousandA 100
547 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au7 2009 5520 Ten thousandA 137 5223 ten thousandA 37
548 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au8 1972 2200 Ten thousandA 42 7033 ten thousandA 93.3
549 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au9 2004 40547 Ten thousandA 237 37888 ten thousandA 20.2
550 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au10 2000 4377 Ten thousandA 90 10440 ten thousandA 50
551 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 au11 1976 400 Ten thousandA 66 14058 ten thousandA 36
552 Wholesale Marubeni Corporation 1949 262686 5240208 4096 nz1 1996 320 Ten thousandNZ 7 2272 ten thousandNZ 49
553 Wholesale Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. 1949 3702 27514 460 vn1 2002 847 Ten thousandUS 356 1525 100 mil.D 90.6 1 2009
554 Wholesale Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. 1949 3702 27514 460 vn2 2001 85 Ten thousandUS 154 594 100 mil.D 100 1 2009
555 Wholesale Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. 1949 3702 27514 460 vn3 2008 200 Ten thousandUS 36 1067 100 mil.D 66.6 1 2009
556 Wholesale Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. 1949 3702 27514 460 vn4 2001 45 Ten thousandUS 80 504 100 mil.D 100 1 2009
557 Wholesale Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. 1949 3702 27514 460 vn5 1998 370 Ten thousandUS 36 1953 100 mil.D 84 1 2009
558 Wholesale Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. 1949 3702 27514 460 us1 1997 50 Ten thousandUS 0 60500 ten thousandUS 100
559 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 kr1 2006 80 100 mil.W 5 52 100 mil.W 28
560 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn1 2004 1500 Ten thousandUS 71 9000 ten thousandYuan 30
561 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn2 2006 3500 Ten thousandYuan 84 8015 ten thousandYuan 20
562 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn3 1997 3600 Ten thousandUS 265 21150 ten thousandUS 20
563 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn4 2003 50 100 mil.Yuan 11500 83 100 mil.Yuan 25
564 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn5 1995 43107 Ten thousandYuan 103 50 100 mil.Yen 100
565 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn6 1992 500 Ten thousandUS 209 3972 100 mil.Yen 100
566 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn7 1994 1740 Ten thousandUS 496 22518 ten thousandYuan 25
567 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn8 2002 27693 Ten thousandYuan 143 12 100 mil.Yuan 35
568 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn9 1996 840 Ten thousandUS 136 17806 ten thousandYuan 33.3




570 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn11 1997 2400 Ten thousandUS 409 37214 ten thousandYuan 20
571 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn12 2005 15300 Ten thousandYuan 100 13 100 mil.Yuan 20
572 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cn13 2004 18989 Ten thousandYuan 354 12 100 mil.Yuan 24
573 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 hk1 2005 4200 Ten thousandHK 5 4299 ten thousandHK 28
574 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 hk2 1976 2 100 mil.HK 113 823 100 mil.Yen 100
575 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 hk3 1989 500 Ten thousandUS 0 116 100 mil.US 100
576 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 tw1 1990 6 100 mil.NT 159 1558 100 mil.Yen 100
577 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 vn1 2009 150 100 mil.D 10 38 100 mil.D 34 1 2009
578 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th1 1997 11765 Ten thousandB 303 64831 ten thousandB 38.2 1 2007
579 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th2 1988 72712 Ten thousandB 363 48 100 mil.B 87 1 2007
580 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th3 2003 25 100 mil.B 3192 510 100 mil.B 20 1 2007
581 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th4 1962 71300 Ten thousandB 478 239 100 mil.B 43 1 2007
582 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th5 1974 1 100 mil.B 180 77 100 mil.B 55 1 2007
583 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th6 1981 6000 Ten thousandB 238 23 100 mil.B 99 1 2007
584 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th7 1959 15 100 mil.B 22 1168 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2007
585 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th8 2008 6080 Ten thousandB 535 13185 ten thousandB 26 1 2007
586 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th9 1997 4000 Ten thousandB 146 36111 ten thousandB 24.5 1 2007
587 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th10 1994 30 100 mil.B 803 164 100 mil.B 28 1 2007
588 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th11 1963 53823 Ten thousandB 313 23 100 mil.B 44.8 1 2007
589 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 th12 1989 2000 Ten thousandB 59 15041 ten thousandB 35 1 2007
590 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 sg1 2007 22510 Ten thousandUS 150 1373 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2002
591 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 sg2 2004 400 Ten thousandUS 68 29421 ten thousandUS 92.5 1 2002
592 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 sg3 1997 300 Ten thousandUS 96 43 100 mil.Yen 80 1 2002
593 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 my1 1975 2000 Ten thousandRM 77 10 100 mil.RM 24 1 2006
594 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 id1 1997 2750 100 mil.RP 5574 30243 100 mil.Rp 75 1 2008
595 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 id2 2000 7575 Ten thousandUS 202 24920 ten thousandUS 75 1 2008
596 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 id3 1999 35848 Ten thousandUS 52 652 100 mil.Yen 40 1 2008
597 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 id4 1970 441 100 mil.Rp 1075 2310 100 mil.Rp 21.3 1 2008
598 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 ae1 2005 800 Ten thousandUS 78 32 100 mil.Yen 100
599 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 uk1 2004 70410 Ten thousandUS 700 455 100 mil.Yen 30
600 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 uk2 2007 93 Ten thousandPound 500 2122 100 mil.Yen 26.3
601 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 uk3 2009 1478 Ten thousandPound 5 113 100 mil.Yen 50
602 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 uk4 2002 2168 Ten thousandUS 52 1124 ten thousandUS 100
603 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 uk5 1987 12754 Ten thousandPound 328 1011 100 mil.Yen 100
604 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 uk6 1991 1400 Ten thousandUS 32 1628 ten thousandUS 80
605 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 nl1 1973 1617 Ten thousandEur 20 389 100 mil.Yen 50
606 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 nl2 2006 2328 Ten thousandEur 0 96 100 mil.Yen 58.8
607 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 nl3 1993 2339 Ten thousandUS 0 3187 ten thousandUS 100
608 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 nl4 2004 7800 Ten thousandEur 21 9187 ten thousandEur 75
609 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 nl5 2003 3725 Ten thousandEur 0 5668 ten thousandUS 20
610 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 nl6 1990 726 Ten thousandEur 114 13 100 mil.Yen 60
611 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 be1 1992 133 Ten thousandEur 199 11762 ten thousandEur 65
612 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 be2 2003 3250 Ten thousandEur 3 3537 ten thousandEur 40
613 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 be3 1971 840 Ten thousandEur 44 549 100 mil.Yen 100
614 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 be4 2001 2575 Ten thousandEur 15 27644 ten thousandEur 69.8
615 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 de1 1955 3880 Ten thousandEur 222 1211 100 mil.Yen 100
616 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 ch1 2006 14548 Ten thousandSxF 1825 1162 100 mil.Yen 100
617 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 it1 1969 1302 Ten thousandEur 47 159 100 mil.Yen 100
618 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 ru1 2008 9000 Ten thousandRbl. 25 75900 ten thousandRbl. 35
619 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 ca1 1956 3275 Ten thousandC 62 518 100 mil.Yen 100
620 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 ca2 1964 1000 Ten thousandC 571 4920 100 mil.Yen 50
621 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us1 1985 40 Ten thousandUS 40 66282 ten thousandUS 40
622 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us2 2004 5500 Ten thousandUS 280 8558 ten thousandUS 100
623 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us3 1979 1000 US 396 32448 ten thousandUS 88.8
624 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us4 1981 2200 Ten thousandUS 107 29113 ten thousandUS 25
625 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us5 1971 6670 Ten thousandUS 227 89 100 mil.Yen 100




627 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us7 1995 23000 US 0 126 100 mil.Yen 46.5
628 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us8 2006 34000 Ten thousandUS 16 117 100 mil.Yen 70
629 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us9 1966 35000 Ten thousandUS 427 3711 100 mil.Yen 100
630 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us10 2000 15000 Ten thousandUS 42 1843 ten thousandUS 60
631 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us11 2010 41200 Ten thousandUS 13 2426 ten thousandUS 100
632 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us12 1971 1475 Ten thousandUS 122 29719 ten thousandUS 100
633 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us13 1996 1314 Ten thousandUS 0 4099 ten thousandUS 100
634 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us14 1991 1 100 mil.US 836 10 100 mil.US 65
635 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us15 2005 3000 Ten thousandUS 294 17274 ten thousandUS 100
636 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us16 1998 2176 Ten thousandUS 188 7143 ten thousandUS 50
637 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us17 1990 1000 Ten thousandUS 427 9915 ten thousandUS 20
638 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us18 1971 1000 US 834 1164 100 mil.Yen 50
639 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us19 2006 8195 Ten thousandUS 120 14957 ten thousandUS 100
640 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us20 2002 25000 US 0 142 100 mil.Yen 50
641 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us21 1987 3000 Ten thousandUS 1242 434 100 mil.Yen 20
642 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us22 1969 100 Ten thousandUS 7 856 ten thousandUS 80
643 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 us23 1985 10 Ten thousandUS 60 48 100 mil.US 80
644 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 mx1 2001 44482 Ten thousandMXP 755 115 ten thousandMXP 85
645 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 mx2 2007 8566 Ten thousandMXP 37 46781 ten thousandMXP 65
646 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 mx3 2008 8926 Ten thousandMXP 32 17869 ten thousandMXP 20
647 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 mx4 2009 5 Ten thousandMXP 32 1228 ten thousandMXP 100
648 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 ky1 2006 4398 Ten thousandUS 0 96 100 mil.Yen 40
649 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 vg1 2003 1000 US 415 87 100 mil.Yen 87.2
650 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 pe1 1996 6758 Ten thousandS 1070 60093 ten thousandS 60
651 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 pe2 1994 1932 Ten thousandS 558 62050 ten thousandS 100
652 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 cl1 1980 75459 Ten thousandCh 110 347 100 mil.Yen 100
653 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 br1 1966 7379 Ten thousandR 362 49 100 mil.Yen 100
654 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 br2 1960 23856 Ten thousandR 109 24 100 mil.Yen 100
655 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 br3 1974 2961 Ten thousandR 603 20814 ten thousandR 98.4
656 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 br4 1990 15260 Ten thousandR 42 11200 ten thousandYen 100
657 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 br5 2005 28746 Ten thousandR 5 41 100 mil.Yen 100
658 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 lr1 1986 7 100 mil.Yen 0 2264 100 mil.Yen 100
659 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 lr2 1974 1000 Ten thousandUS 0 535 100 mil.Yen 100
660 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au1 1985 36905 Ten thousandA 24 1588 100 mil.Yen 50
661 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au2 1991 2100 Ten thousandA 1400 953 100 mil.Yen 36
662 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au3 1959 2000 Ten thousandA 97 1807 100 mil.Yen 100
663 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au4 1995 2052 Ten thousandA 4 34 100 mil.Yen 100
664 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au5 1982 41743 Ten thousandA 21 13 100 mil.A 70
665 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au6 2004 24615 Ten thousandUS 29 72413 ten thousandUS 100
666 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au7 1970 2000 Ten thousandA 9 24 100 mil.A 80
667 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au8 1969 808 Ten thousandA 3 77937 ten thousandA 70
668 Wholesale Mitsui & Co., Ltd. 1947 341481 4278166 6136 au9 1973 6075 Ten thousandA 149 10923 ten thousandA 90
669 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 kr1 2001 80 100 mil.W 325 115 100 mil.Yen 20
670 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn1 2002 4700 Ten thousandYuan 80 17400 ten thousandYen 29
671 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn2 2003 100 Ten thousandUS 255 122 100 mil.Yen 20
672 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn3 1996 30038 Ten thousandYuan 1850 237 100 mil.Yen 20
673 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn4 1993 4800 Ten thousandYuan 3000 55 100 mil.Yen 40
674 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn5 2002 14000 Ten thousandYuan 320 14622 ten thousandYuan 20
675 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn6 2003 7449 Ten thousandYuan 60 83200 ten thousandYen 50
676 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn7 2006 1665 Ten thousandYuan 84 39000 ten thousandYen 20
677 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn8 2005 1933 Ten thousandYuan 53 25500 ten thousandYen 40
678 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn9 2004 364 Ten thousandUS 115 17 100 mil.Yen 37
679 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn10 2009 22050 Ten thousandYuan 107 65 100 mil.Yuan 50
680 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn11 2003 496 Ten thousandYuan 83 21045 ten thousandYuan 40
681 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn12 2004 2731 Ten thousandYuan 25 36771 ten thousandYen 18
682 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn13 1997 10062 Ten thousandYuan 384 39 100 mil.Yen 46




684 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn15 2005 2423 Ten thousandYuan 110 15 100 mil.Yen 100
685 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cn16 1995 39041 Ten thousandYuan 347 64 100 mil.Yen 33.3
686 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 hk1 1990 2200 Ten thousandHK 700 13 100 mil.Yen 35
687 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 hk2 1978 1000 Ten thousandHK 25 14 100 mil.Yen 70
688 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 hk3 1997 10 Ten thousandHK 9 4962 ten thousandHK 20
689 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 hk4 1987 317 Ten thousandHK 76 43200 ten thousandYen 100
690 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 tw1 1990 25720 Ten thousandNT 800 1279 100 mil.Yen 30.1
691 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 tw2 1984 13000 Ten thousandNT 29 37300 ten thousandYen 86.4
692 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 vn1 1997 600 Ten thousandUS 450 67 100 mil.Yen 22.5 1 2009
693 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 vn2 1995 1600 Ten thousandUS 337 6728 ten thousandUS 25 1 2009
694 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th1 1988 64 Ten thousandB 330 36 100 mil.Yen 51 1 2007
695 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th2 1977 2500 Ten thousandB 541 51 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2007
696 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th3 2004 30000 Ten thousandB 190 12 100 mil.B 80 1 2007
697 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th4 1987 2850 Ten thousandB 503 34 100 mil.Yen 40 1 2007
698 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th5 1990 1000 Ten thousandB 133 10 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2007
699 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th6 2004 400 Ten thousandB 580 178 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2007
700 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th7 1987 10 100 mil.B 1094 81 100 mil.Yen 15 1 2007
701 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th8 2002 67800 Ten thousandB 66 786 100 mil.Yen 49 1 2007
702 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th9 1966 85 100 mil.B 3673 4196 100 mil.Yen 28.9 1 2007
703 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th10 1992 4000 Ten thousandB 73 87000 ten thousandYen 56 1 2007
704 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th11 2005 1000 Ten thousandB 17 9621 ten thousandB 41 1 2007
705 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th12 1991 42000 Ten thousandB 1352 74 100 mil.Yen 21 1 2007
706 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th13 1983 98400 Ten thousandB 322 57300 ten thousandYen 99.9 1 2007
707 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th14 1974 1200 Ten thousandB 89 43 100 mil.Yen 40 1 2007
708 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th15 1989 1 100 mil.B 628 149 100 mil.Yen 25 1 2007
709 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th16 1970 55000 Ten thousandB 510 50 100 mil.Yen 20.8 1 2007
710 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th17 1999 19 100 mil.B 1 15000 ten thousandYen 100 1 2007
711 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th18 1985 10 100 mil.B 232 691 100 mil.Yen 43.5 1 2007
712 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th19 1974 30 100 mil.B 694 3434 100 mil.Yen 47 1 2007
713 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 th20 1988 4000 Ten thousandB 240 14 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2007
714 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 sg1 2005 940 Ten thousandUS 16 79 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2002
715 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 sg2 1972 313 Ten thousandS 313 49 100 mil.Yen 20 1 2002
716 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 sg3 1989 102 Ten thousandUS 37 2888 100 mil.Yen 100 1 2002
717 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 sg4 1981 500 Ten thousandS 445 81 100 mil.Yen 20 1 2002
718 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 my1 1995 40752 Ten thousandRM 24 608 100 mil.Yen 30 1 2006
719 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 my2 1993 2462 Ten thousandRM 95 5366 ten thousandRM 30 1 2006
720 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 my3 1989 7800 Ten thousandRM 6 1700 ten thousandYen 100 1 2006
721 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 my4 2005 2000 Ten thousandRM 73 131 100 mil.Yen 25.5 1 2006
722 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 my5 2005 6000 Ten thousandRM 99 318 100 mil.Yen 52 1 2006
723 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ph1 1975 2940 Ten thousandP 72 48515 ten thousandP 20 1 2008
724 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ph2 1995 2500 Ten thousandP 2 5500 ten thousandYen 60 1 2008
725 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ph3 1969 30000 Ten thousandP 482 24 100 mil.Yen 20 1 2008
726 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ph4 1995 10 100 mil.P 502 213 100 mil.Yen 30 1 2008
727 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ph5 1991 4025 Ten thousandP 0 92600 ten thousandYen 25 1 2008
728 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ph6 2003 10 100 mil.P 310 100 100 mil.Yen 24 1 2008
729 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id1 1996 507 Ten thousandRp 115 98000 ten thousandYen 115 1 2008
730 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id2 1983 1000 100 mil.Rp 728 138 100 mil.Yen 85 1 2008
731 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id3 1995 5140 Ten thousandUS 227 126 100 mil.Yen 50 1 2008
732 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id4 1999 1150 Ten thousandUS 185 51 100 mil.Yen 20.1 1 2008
733 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id5 1970 209 100 mil.Rp 661 2091 100 mil.Yen 40 1 2008
734 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id6 1996 1578 Ten thousandRp 529 22 100 mil.Yen 20 1 2008
735 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id7 1975 2759 Ten thousandUS 1066 152 100 mil.Yen 32.2 1 2008
736 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 id8 1988 10000 Ten thousandRp 35 64800 ten thousandYen 85 1 2008
737 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 in1 2008 21000 Ten thousandRs 30 5383 ten thousandRs 83.4
738 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 pk1 1993 3 100 mil.PRｓ 374 79 100 mil.Yen 25
739 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk1 2007 4250 Ten thousandUS 1 36 100 mil.Yen 100




741 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk3 2007 3300 Ten thousandUS 1 26 100 mil.Yen 100
742 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk4 2003 300 Ten thousandPound 3 25000 ten thousandYen 100
743 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk5 2007 1827 Ten thousandPound 29 78 100 mil.Yen 34
744 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk6 1880 700 Ten thousandPound 3546 1576 100 mil.Yen 90
745 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk7 1983 25000 Pound 16 458 100 mil.Yen 100
746 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk8 1974 800 Ten thousandPound 362 569 100 mil.Yen 100
747 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 uk9 1971 1500 Ten thousandPound 60 12 100 mil.Yen 90.9
748 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ie1 2007 55 Ten thousandEur 6 43 100 mil.Yen 100
749 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 nl1 2007 392 Ten thousandRbl 149 1122 100 mil.Yen 40
750 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 nl2 2004 5800 Eur 321 239 100 mil.Yen 36
751 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 nl3 1991 13648 Ten thousandUS 20 835 100 mil.Yen 100
752 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 nl4 2001 65627 Ten thousandEur 7 265 100 mil.Yen 56
753 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 nl5 1951 250 Ten thousandEur 195 28 100 mil.Yen 20
754 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 nl6 2003 3725 Ten thousandEur 0 5668 ten thousandUS 20
755 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 nl7 1989 684 Ten thousandPound 0 29700 ten thousandYen 100
756 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 de1 2006 240 Ten thousandEur 11 21500 ten thousandYen 50
757 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 de2 2006 300 Ten thousandEur 28 30 100 mil.Yen 80
758 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 de3 1987 4090 Ten thousandEur 32 632 100 mil.Yen 55
759 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 de4 1990 268 Ten thousandEur 3 500 ten thousandYen 100
760 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 de5 2004 45 Ten thousandEur 7 11 100 mil.Yen 44.9
761 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 pt1 1966 1652 Ten thousandEur 54 11832 ten thousandEur 50
762 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 es1 2008 225 Ten thousandEur 0 8000 ten thousandYen 100
763 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 es2 1992 120 Ten thousandEur 70 24833 ten thousandEur 75
764 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 es3 1990 15 Ten thousandEur 37 15 100 mil.Yen 15
765 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 pl1 1995 1850 Ten thousandZl 60 208 100 mil.Yen 100
766 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ru1 2007 392 Ten thousandRbl 154 1122 100 mil.Yen 40
767 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 gr1 1976 963 Ten thousandEur 69 41 100 mil.Yen 35
768 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ca1 1998 28500 Ten thousandC 418 36174 ten thousandC 70
769 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ca2 1949 1592 Ten thousandC 2179 2147 100 mil.Yen 26.1
770 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us1 1994 750 Ten thousandUS 58 3800 ten thousandUS 30
771 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us2 1982 650 Ten thousandUS 69 185 100 mil.Yen 100
772 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us3 1999 10000 US 22 20 100 mil.Yen 100
773 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us4 1997 7524 Ten thousandUS 7 25 100 mil.Yen 100
774 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us5 1994 2000 Ten thousandUS 1710 806 100 mil.Yen 80
775 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us6 1982 1000 Ten thousandUS 372 10002 ten thousandUS 25
776 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us7 1991 2000 US 239 131 100 mil.Yen 80
777 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us8 1988 49870 Ten thousandUS 8 368 100 mil.Yen 30
778 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us9 1998 65195 Ten thousandUS 20 92 100 mil.Yen 100
779 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us10 2004 60 Ten thousandUS 7 14 100 mil.Yen 100
780 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us11 2004 150 Ten thousandUS 37 71190 ten thousandYen 100
781 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us12 1988 7000 Ten thousandUS 146 311 100 mil.Yen 28.7
782 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us13 1994 1000 Ten thousandUS 47 8770 ten thousandUS 30
783 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us14 2004 1250 Ten thousandUS 73 113 100 mil.Yen 100
784 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us15 1990 1000 Ten thousandUS 117 56 100 mil.Yen 34
785 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 us16 1984 371 Ten thousandUS 238 86 100 mil.Yen 46.8
786 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 mx1 1999 7000 Ten thousandUS 21 139 100 mil.Yen 50
787 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 mx2 2004 4500 Ten thousandUS 20 127 100 mil.Yen 50
788 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 mx3 2005 4000 Ten thousandMXP 67 96 100 mil.Yen 49
789 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 bm1 1984 150 Ten thousandUS 0 19 100 mil.Yen 98.8
790 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ky1 2000 6000 US 0 16900 ten thousandYen 50
791 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 co1 1969 50 100 mil.Col 638 41 ten thousandYen 20
792 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 ve1 1994 13604 Ten thousandUS 231 204 100 mil.Yen 23.5
793 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 pe1 1999 100 100 mil.S 152 83 100 mil.Yen 70
794 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cl1 1990 1872 Ten thousandUS 35 1226 ten thousandUS 50
795 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 cl2 1985 20 100 mil.Ch 25 165 100 mil.Yen 40
796 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 br1 2001 1010 Ten thousandR 105 15 100 mil.Yen 18.3




798 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 lr1 1989 28 Ten thousandYen 0 7332 ten thousandYen 50
799 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 za1 2008 9800 Ten thousandR 1 1011 ten thousandR 39
800 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 za2 1995 10 Ten thousandR 703 339 100 mil.Yen 50.9
801 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 za3 1999 2800 Ten thousandR 87 90700 ten thousandYen 25
802 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au1 2006 2250 Ten thousandA 163 5684 ten thousandA 34
803 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au2 1992 566 Ten thousandA 36 34 100 mil.Yen 33.3
804 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au3 2008 800 Ten thousandA 34 132 100 mil.Yen 100
805 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au4 1985 36905 Ten thousandA 24 1588 100 mil.Yen 50
806 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au5 2002 10376 Ten thousandA 0 69500 ten thousandYen 100
807 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au6 1968 45058 Ten thousandA 63 4537 100 mil.Yen 100
808 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au7 1927 440 Ten thousandA 196 363 100 mil.Yen 100
809 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au8 1994 4095 Ten thousandA 0 95 100 mil.Yen 100
810 Wholesale Mitsubishi Corporation 1950 203598 8980555 6317 au9 1990 249 Ten thousandA 0 59 100 mil.Yen 100
811 Wholesale Morimura Bros., Inc. 1876 180 73873 265 cn1 2009 100 Ten thousandUS 24 1745 ten thousandYuan 100
812 Wholesale Morimura Bros., Inc. 1876 180 73873 265 cn2 2003 20 Ten thousandUS 27 37992 ten thousandYuan 100
813 Wholesale Morimura Bros., Inc. 1876 180 73873 265 hk1 2000 220 Ten thousandHK 13 63004 ten thousandHK 100
814 Wholesale Morimura Bros., Inc. 1876 180 73873 265 th1 2010 1000 Ten thousandB 8 372 ten thousandB 100 1 2007
815 Wholesale Morimura Bros., Inc. 1876 180 73873 265 sg1 1996 62 Ten thousandS 6 886 ten thousandUS 100 1 2002
816 Wholesale Morimura Bros., Inc. 1876 180 73873 265 nl1 1988 113 Ten thousandEur 6 811 ten thousandEur 100
817 Wholesale Morimura Bros., Inc. 1876 180 73873 265 us1 1980 30 Ten thousandUS 8 3295 ten thousandUS 100
818 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 cn1 2003 4000 Ten thousandYen 29 189 ten thousandYuan 50
819 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 cn2 1992 200 Ten thousandUS 179 2067 ten thousandYuan 51
820 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 cn3 2002 190 Ten thousandUS 243 2488 ten thousandYuan 97.4
821 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 cn4 1993 70 Ten thousandUS 10 1768 ten thousandYuan 100
822 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 cn5 1990 983 Ten thousandYuan 57 2026 ten thousandYuan 60
823 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 hk1 1976 1000 Ten thousandHK 9 4416 ten thousandHK 100
824 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 uk1 1974 14 Ten thousandPound 118 522 ten thousandPound 90.3
825 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 it1 2008 10 Ten thousandEur 5 91 ten thousandEur 100
826 Wholesale Yagi Tsusho Limited 1946 300 20699 167 us1 1977 200 Ten thousandUS 7 149 ten thousandUS 100
827 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn1 2006 718 Ten thousandYuan 11 276 ten thousandYuan 30
828 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn2 1996 2496 Ten thousandYuan 282 12098 ten thousandYuan 30
829 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn3 2004 8276 Ten thousandYuan 2939 7 100 mil.Yuan 100
830 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn4 2002 36511 Ten thousandYuan 3439 21 100 mil.Yuan 65.5
831 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn5 2001 5131 Ten thousandYuan 3138 8 100 mil.Yuan 100
832 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn6 2003 165 Ten thousandYuan 35 4 100 mil.Yuan 100
833 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn7 1990 21940 Ten thousandYuan 8833 24 100 mil.Yuan 100
834 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn8 1988 14226 Ten thousandYuan 7379 23 100 mil.Yuan 92
835 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn9 2001 12365 Ten thousandYuan 5681 13 100 mil.Yuan 67.4
836 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn10 2006 23594 Ten thousandYuan 158 4 100 mil.Yuan 100
837 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 cn11 2009 5465 Ten thousandYuan 2430 2 100 mil.Yuan 100
838 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 hk1 1999 200 Ten thousandHK 31 7 100 mil.HK 100
839 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 tw1 1971 1 100 mil.NT 899 28 100 mil.NT 100
840 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 vn1 1996 1516 Ten thousandUS 4786 2 100 mil.US 100 1 2009
841 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 vn2 2002 1000 Ten thousandUS 4559 14511 ten thousandUS 62.5 1 2009
842 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 th1 1977 57000 Ten thousandB 13299 295 100 mil.B 90 1 2007
843 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 th2 1990 15000 Ten thousandB 90 3 100 mil.B 68 1 2007
844 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 th3 1969 300 Ten thousandB 81 7111 ten thousandB 48 1 2007
845 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 th4 1963 10000 Ten thousandB 602 93 100 mil.B 94.3 1 2007
846 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 th5 2004 68784 Ten thousandB 271 169 100 mil.B 100 1 2007
847 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 sg1 2008 137 Ten thousandUS 55 4661 ten thousandUS 100 1 2002
848 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ph1 1989 1006 Ten thousandUS 7775 3 100 mil.US 100 1 2008
849 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ph2 1995 146 Ten thousandUS 333 737 ten thousandUS 70 1 2008
850 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ph3 1974 33460 Ten thousandP 4042 71 100 mil.P 40 1 2008
851 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ph4 2002 1 100 mil.P 2166 56 100 mil.PRs 100 1 2008
852 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ph5 1987 11793 Ten thousandP 82 26 100 mil.PRs 63.2 1 2008
853 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ph6 2004 1 100 mil.P 1000 21 100 mil.P 100 1 2008




Source: Toyokeizai Shimposha (2012). 
 
 
855 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 id2 1990 720 Ten thousandU'S 5845 2 100 mil.US 100 1 2008
856 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 id3 2002 300 Ten thousandUS 3102 10676 ten thousandUS 100 1 2008
857 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 id4 2002 300 Ten thousandUS 2819 10001 ten thousandUS 100 1 2008
858 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 id5 2002 300 Ten thousandUS 2289 9348 ten thousandUS 100 1 2008
859 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 in1 1999 10 100 mil.Rｓ 5601 57 100 mil.Rs 50
860 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 uk1 1980 6057 Ten thousandEur 948 9 100 mil.Eur 100
861 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 de1 2001 995 Ten thousandEur 259 4 100 mil.Eur 50
862 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 de2 2001 1933 Ten thousandEur 6358 2 100 mil.Eur 100
863 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 po1 1992 450 Ten thousandEur 1711 13991 ten thousandEur 100
864 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 it1 1995 104 Ten thousandEur 7 225 ten thousandEur 25
865 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ro1 2003 4026 Ten thousandL 3686 5 100 mil.L 100
866 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ro2 2003 6872 Ten thousandL 959 4 100 mil.L 100
867 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 bg1 2006 5476 Ten thousandLw 2195 17558 ten thousandLw 100
868 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ｔｒ1 1996 12912 Ten thousandYTL 2617 3 100 mil.YTL 100
869 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ua1 2002 15034 Ten thousandHryvn 1622 7 100 mil.Hrｙｖｎ 99
870 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 us1 1986 375 Ten thousandUS 149 10402 ten thousandUS 100
871 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 us2 1988 48138 Ten thousandUS 0 16485 ten thousandUS 100
872 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 us3 1998 100 Ten thousandUS 5 271 ten thousandUS 100
873 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 us4 1990 30 Ten thousandUS 16 349 ten thousandUS 100
874 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 us5 1966 19143 Ten thousandUS 1641 29 100 mil.US 100
875 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 us6 1992 571 Ten thousandUS 28 791 ten thousandUS 100
876 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 mx1 1987 27419 Ten thousandMXP 16191 61 100 mil.MXP 100
877 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 mx2 2001 3000 MXP 1716 3 100 mil.MXP 96.7
878 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 mx3 1983 2212 Ten thousandMXP 6152 5490 ten thousandUS 100
879 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 mx4 1988 1732 Ten thousandMXP 4390 3078 ten thousandUS 100
880 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 mx5 2007 3000 MXP 734 18367 ten thousandMXP 97
881 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 mx6 1987 32450 Ten thousandMXP 0 89 100 mil.MXP 100
882 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 co1 1995 91 100 mil.Col 2012 1746 100 mil.Col 86.8
883 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 br1 1998 18751 Ten thousandR 6063 57208 ten thousandR 100
884 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 uy1 2005 932 Ten thousandUS 1473 2845 ten thousandUS 100
885 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ar1 1997 8710 Ten thousandAP 388 14456 ten thousandAP 90.4
886 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ma1 2010 8900 Ten thousandDH 13315 8226 ten thousandDH 100
887 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ma1 2003 8602 Ten thousandDH 4922 21 100 mil.DH 100
888 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 tn1 2009 2232 Ten thousandTD 2065 6631 ten thousandTD 100
889 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 za1 2006 1000 R 1428 4 100 mil.R 25.1
890 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 au1 1996 9025 Ten thousandA 216 11809 ten thousandA 100
891 Wholesale Yazaki Corporation 1941 3191 628339 3024 ws1 1995 6559 WS 843 9133 ten thousandWS 100
